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WILL CORRECT “DEATH TRAP”
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Mrs. Arthur L. Orne

*

The Rockland High School Tigers
open the football season Saturday
afternoon at Community Park i
when they face the veteran Madi- j
son squad which lost hardly a man
by graduation last June.
Early practice sessions, which
started long before the opening of,
school, have brought the Tigers to
near mid-season physical condi
tion and a long way along the road
toward team co-otdination in play.
The gridiron season opens a
week or more earlier than usual
this year with an open date on
the schedule for the 17th, but
wliich may be filled before this week
Is out.
Westbrook has been added to the

schedule and will meet Rockland
in Westbrook on Oct. 1.
The game with Morse at Bath
Oct. 7 will be played under flood
lights at Kelley Field.
The revised schedule:
September

10 Madison. Community Park
17 Open date
24 Skowhegan. Community Park
October

1
7
15
22
29

Westbrook, Away
Morse, away, night game
Houlton, away
Winslow, Community Park
Brunswick, Community Park
November

5 Brewer, Community Park
11 Gardiner, away

ENDING A FINE SEASON
■e-e-

Vinalhaven

-e-e-e-e--

Chiefs, Double Winner Labor

Day, Entertain Camden Sunday
e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-*-

f

(By Fred Swanson)
The Vinalhaven Chiefs chalked
up two victories over the Labor
Day week-end. Damariscotta spent
a horrible afternoon at the Chiefs
Wigwam, and was brutally scalped
by a 20 to 3 score.
’Brud’’ Carver hurled his final
game of the season before returnto Louisiana State. He gave up
seven hits and coasted to his sev
enth win, Whit had a banner day,
collecting four solid hits off Rus
sell,
the
visitors
unfortunate
moundsman.
On Labor Day however, the fans
saw the Chiefs edge Hallowell A.C.
in a thrilling 1 to 0 contest. Joe
Plante and Brown of the visitors,
gave a fine exhibition of the art
of throwing a baseball. Joe scat
tered seven singles, gave no walks
and was master at all times, to
chalk up his second 1 to 0 shutout
in two weeks. Brown was very
stingy with hits, giving hit three
his own wild throw in the sixth,
was a big factor in the Chiefs run.
Brown had a no-hitter going un
til Plante spanked a clean single
to center in the sixth, who also
scored. The only run, on Browns
two base error, and Lees fumble
on Carvers roller.
Plante was given excellent sup
port in the field, especially by
White, and Oakes, Chiefs speedy
centerfielder, who turned in a num
ber of fine running catches and a
double play throw
Next Sunday the Camden Shells
will play
in Vinalhaven,
the
Chiefs’ last game of the season,
and a successful season both in
games non and financially. The
fans have turned out in fine fashion for every game, and Manager

City’s Complex Street Crossing

-e-e-e-e-e-e-e.-e-

■e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e'

White is grateful for the excellent
support shown.
Many thanks are due also to
Bruce Grindle, Jack Carlsen and
Harry Young, who tended the gate
so faithfully, not to mention Hen
ry Anderson who did a fine job
umpiring behind the plate and re
ceiving nothing but abuse from
disgruntled players, once in awhile
Again the Chiefs thanks "Guy
Snowman for all the help he gave
in repairing the bleachers and
fence.
Chiefs
ab
h
po
a
Oakes, cf
3 0
61
White, c
4 13
1
Carver lb
4
0
10
0
Mitchell 3b
3
0
0
2
Haskell ss
3 0
33
Guilford, 2b
3 0
33
Winslow, If
2 0
10
Teel, If
10
0
0
Bickford, rf
2 0
10
Swanson, rf
10
0
0
Plante p
3102

Totals
Hallowell
Golden 3b
Leach, c
Eldridge cf
Lee 2b
Rowe, lb
Gray, If
Rancourt, ss
Deep, rf
Brown, p

29 3 27 10
ab h po
a
4 12
2
4040
4 12
0
4 13
1
4 0
8
1
4 0
0
0
4 2
3
2
4 0
0
0
4 2
2
4

Totals
36 7 24 10
Run, Plante. E—Lee (2), Brown
Mitchell (2) Guilford, Teel, Plante
Haskell. Sacrifice, Oakes. Stolen
Base, Teel. Double Play, Brown,
Rowe, Leach, Oakes, Carver; S O
by Plante, 3, Brown 4; Umpires.
Anderson, Chilles Scorer, Teel.

SENTEIb CRANE'S

The Community Building annual
membership drive is set to start
next Monday morning with the
sum of $4,000 in memberships as
the figure needed to opertae the
recreational and community center
fur the next year.
Tlie four Parent Teacher Asso
ciations of tlie city are conducting
the campaign which will be in the
form of a house to house cam
paign. Listings of team captains
and workers will be published in
the Saturday edition.
The drive will last one week and
will offer five different types of
memberships to the building. Grade
school children may have full
membership for $1 while that for
Junior and Senior high school stu
dents is set at $2. Membership
for men is $3 and that for women.
$2. The real bargain is the $5 fam
ily membership which gives full
building privileges to all members
of the family and an individual
membership card to each.
Last night., an organizational
meeting was held with Mrs. Wil
liam Talbot of McLain PTA pre
siding. Community Building chair
man Henry Marsh spoke on the
problems of operating the building
for the public and outlined the

costs and funds needed for opera
tion the coming year.
Chief of Police George I. Shaw
cited the building and recreation
al program as a distinct aid in the
suppression of juvenile delinquency
in the city by furnishing a com
plete program whicli keeps tlie
youngsters off the streets.
Recreational Director Mike DiRenzo outlined the program for the
coming season and announced that
activities for additional adult
groups will be included in the
schedule this Winter.

Neighbors Complain
And Firm Of Palo Sales Inc.
Is Cited Before the City
Council

Palo Sales. Inc., of Rockland has
been notified by Building Inspector
Van E. Russell, through a notice
served by police, to appear for hear
ing before him to show why the
, firm’s license to operate a retail
fish market at 37 Water street shall
not be reveked.
Van E Russell points out that
the building is in a residential zone
; “B." While the structure was used
as a commercial storage building at
tlie time the present ordinances
were enacted, and was allowed to
remain under tlie ordinances as a
non-conforming establishment, it
Four inspectors cf tlie Post Of
fice Department completed the an was not at that time in use as a
nual inspection of the Rockland retail market.
City officials state that com
post office Wednesday and gave
plaints
have been received for some
that efficient and courteous organ
time from residents of the area, re
ization a pleasing rank of 98.
questing that action be taken
against the firm for violation of the
city zoning ordinances.
The hearing has been set for 2
p. m Friday in the City Council
rooms in the City Building. The
hearing is public as are all such
city hearings.
Matthew Palka is identified as
manager cf the establishment.

Orchid For The P. 0.

Old Time “Cops”

After Fifty Years
T. Raymond Pierce Re-visits
His Home City and Chats
With Old Friends

The dangers of the potential
death trap for motorists at the
junction North Main street and.
Broadway are to be corrected at
once, according to City Manager
Farnsworth.
Supervisor Roland Starrett of the
State Highway Commission, a War
ren resident acted Wednesday, and
discussed the situation with Chief
of Police George I Shaw and City
Manager Farnsworth.
The outcome of the conferences
was that the State will immediately
trim the rose bushes which hide
Broadway traffic from motorists
approaching Broadway from the
West on North Main street, to one
and one half feet less than their
present height.
Farnsworth and Starrett checked

the bushes in Butler Square park
area and agreed that the trimming
would permit reasonably clear vi
sion for the drivers of cars enter
ing or crossing Broadway Trim
ming will in no way effect the
beauty of the park, which is cared
for by the State Highway Com
mission, Farnsworth said.
The flashing amber light which
is suspended over the junction and
which has several times served a
technical legal point by which
Stop sign violators on North Main
street have escaped punishment,
will be replaced. The new light, ac
cording to Farnsw’orth. will have
red lenses facing North Main and
Cedar streets on all approaches
and will show an amber lens to
Broadway traffic, all flashing.

READY FOR GREAT BATTLE
■e-e-e-e-e~*-e.e-e~e-e-e-e«e-e-e~e-»«

Rockland Lions Prepare For Sunday FrayHeard J. C. President
Every Lion is urgently request
ed to be present at the meeting
next week without fail. It is 100%
attendance week and it is your duty
to your King Lion and Club to be
present.
Father Berger of the CamdenRockport Lions Club was a visit
ing Lion, Edward Conley was a
guest of Robert Gregory,
Lion Al Cooper spoke briefly on
the "Community
Theatre" and
welcomed anyone interested in hav
ing a part in future plays, or for
stage or technical work, to report
to him.
Captain Suomela requests every
baseball playing Lion to be ready
to play the "Old Timers" Sunday
at 2 oclock. Proceeds of this game
to be given to the Knox County
Hopital Fund.
Lion Suomela, chairman of the
entertainment committee for Sept,
introduced Harold Colbeth, presi
dent of the Rockland Junior Cham
ber of Commerce. Mr. Colbeth in
turn, introduced Miss Signe Swanholm, Queen of the Lobster Festival
Miss Swanholm spoke briefly about
her “reign' and how delightfully
she was entertained at Camden
Hills Theatre. She thanked all
those that worked and supported
the Festival.
Mr. Colbeth said that the Junior
Chamber of Commerce had three
main purposes. First, Community
Improvements; Second, Business
improvements and to interest new
business in locating here, and third,
to interest young men in the Jun
ior Chamber.
Some of the Community improve
ments the Junior Chamber has
done the past year are: Welcome
signs; dredging Lermonds Cove;

pointing the baseball stand and
the High School Prize Essay Con
test.
Business Improvements: The in
dustrial survey repeated attempts
to locate new industries here;
sending out travel folders and pre
paring an industrial brochure, and
finally the Maine Lobster and Sea
food Festival.
Mr. Colbeth said that the Lob
ster Festival is put on to advertise
Rockland and the fishing and sea
products industries. The last Fest
ival brought 18,000 people to Rock
land. It is not put on to make mon
ey for the Chamber. The work was
done by 40 active members. 18,000
lobsters and 13,000 bottles of soda
were sold Visitors registered from
all over the country and Hawaii
Favorable reports have been re
ceived from all parts of the country.
Mr. Colbeth explained that the
International Junior Chamber has
140,000 members. There are 13
chapters in Maine. Rockland has
70 members. Men between 18 and
35 may join.
The speaker said, "Twenty-five
new industries located in Maine
the past year, but none came to
Rockland. We either go forward
or backwards, and it is up to us
to decide which way we go.’’ The
survey of our city showed that our
sewerage system and schools are
very primitive. The cost of living
in Rockland is the highest in the
State with the exception of Port
land.
Following the speaker, Dr. Soule
remarked that our Public Health,
Schools and sewerage systems are
most important. Only a very few
of our citizens vote and attend pub
lic hearing.
by Bradford F. Burgess.

T. Raymond Pierce, who was a
resident of Rockland back in the
Nineties, but who foresook his na
tive town in the Fall of 1898 to cast
his lot among Bay State financiers,
passed through Rockland yesterday
on his way to Bar Harbor. He
Many years ago ibis man served paused long enough to transact a
n the Rockland police force. Who bit of business and look up two of
till name him?
his boyhood associates in The
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette Courier-Gazette office.
His stay was limited to 20 min
If you like steamed clams, you
know how luscious they are, but utes but the three talked endlessly
the shells are a bit on .the clutiery and rapidly of the days of auld
side—throw them in an old news lang syne, in the course of which
paper. Bundles of old papers, 10 Mr. Pierce expressed amazement
cents and up at The Courier-Ga at the changes which have taken
zette.
62* aw
place in the Limerock City during
his 50 years absence.
Accompanying him on the pre
Experienced
sent trip are Mrs. Pierce, both of
Wellesley, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs
Douglas Allen of Nyack, N. Y.
Enroute to Rockland, the party
stopped in Brunswick, where Mr.
Pierce called upon his long-time
friend, President Kenneth C. M
Previous experience necessary.
Sills of Bowdoin College. Mr.
Write to—
Pierce’s alma mater, however, is
Colby, which he proposes to visit
“SALES MANAGER"
Rockland 4, Rockport 1
l was one cf the features.
Care The Courier-Gazette
on the return trip to Massachusetts.
At Rockport
Rockland
stating qualifications, including
A visit to the late home of Miss
Because it meant a tie in the Twi
ab r
experience, age, references and
Lucy Farnsworth, and the Farns
! Russell, 2b ............... 2 0
light
League
race
or
the
elimination
extent of education.
worth Museum was among the in
cf Rockland as a champion prospect Miller, 3b ................. 3 0
76-tf
cidents of yesterday's full-up day,
one of the season's largest crowds i Kelsey, cf ............... 3 1
(Continued on Page Seven)
in Rockport witnessed this five- LaCrosse, lb .......... 3 1
inning contest.
Hodgkins, If ........... 3 1
Manager Gray called upon Mer ! Chishol.m rf .......... 2 1
chant to do the twirling in this ' Thompson, c .......... 1 0
crucial game, and the rangy hurler I Billings, ss ............. 2 0
responded right nobly by hcldiug j Merchant, p ........... 2 0
MAVERICK SQUARE. ROCKLAND
the Rockport batters to three hits,
SEPTEMBER 11 THROUGH 25
one of which was a double by Dean.
Totals ................... 21 4 7 15 4
SERVICES DAILY (EXCEPT SATURDAY), 7.30 P M
Rockport used Richards and Fiske
Rockport
REV. LESTER E. MANN, EVANGELIST
from whom the visitors collected
ab r
seven hits in the five innings, in Laukka, 3b
3 0
AT
We have called a very outstanding preacher and leader for
cluding triples by Kelsey (who how Williams. 2b
3 0
this meeting. \ rare opportunity and privilege is yours. Try
ever was left stranded on the third Pease, ss ........
2 0
to be with us every night. Tell some friend.
j Hall, c
2 0
sack) Hodgkins and LaCrosse.
80-85
A long running fly catch by Verge ; Dean, cf
..........
2 1
1 0

THE TWILIGHT QUESTION MARK

Automobile
Salesman
WANTED

HOLINESS REVIVAL SERVICES
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

Plus Tax

Try this new deodorant—you’ll like the ease of spraying a
fine mist, as light as a Sprite, in the convenient flexible sea-

COLLEGE

FOOTBALL

green plastic bottle, representing the most modern develop
ments in tlie toiletries field.

deodoiant spray

A

INN

SPECIALIZING IN

Lobster, Steak and Chicken Dinners

MADISON HIGH SCHOOL
Community Park, 2.00 P. M.
SATURDAY. SEPT

CLUB

ROUTE ONE, SEARSPORT, ME.

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

"Honrlnont enroll

Rockland last one of Its most not
able women citizens yesterday in
the death of Mrs. Helen (Knowlton)
Orne. Mrs. Orne was an active
practitioner cf the legal profes
sion for a number of years and was
the only woman ever to be a mem
ber of tlie Knox Bar Association.
Funeral services will be held I
Friday at 2 p. m. at the Burpee
Funeral Home. Rev. Charles R
Monteith officiating
Interment
will be in Achorn Cemelery.
Deceased was born April 1, 1874
in South Hope, daughter cf Edward
A. and Harriet 'Hewetti Knowlton
She was educated in the Rockland
schools and read law with Reekland’s famed Judge William H.
Fogler. She was admitted to the
Bar in 1899 and remained in active
practcie fcr seven years.
In 1906 she was married to the
late Arthur L. Orne and to tliis
union were born two sons, Arthur
K. Orne of Wilmington. Del., and
Francis D. Orne of this city. A
brother, Edwin F. Knowlton, and
four sisters, Mrs. Maude Smith, anc
Mrs. Gertrude Wcoster of Rock- j
land, Miss Grace S. Knowlton of
Chiccpee Falls, Mass., and Miss Eda
A Knowlton of Arlington, Mass..
survive; also three grandchildren.
Mrs. Orne was a woman of keen
intellect and fine social presence
with a great circle of friends. She
was a member of the Congrega
tional Church, the Shakespeare So
ciety and the League of Women
Voters. She was active in the Ar
thur L. Orne Insurance Co. for
many years and a director of the
firm.

Perry, lb ................. 2 0
Verge, rf .................. 2 0
Woodward, If ......... 1 0
Richards, p ........... 10
Fiske, p .................... 1 0

0 6 1
10 0
0 0 0
0 10
0 0 1

Totals .................... 19 1 3 15 4
Rockland . ........ 0 2 2 0 0—4
Rockport ........... 0 1 0 0 0—1
E—Billings, Pease. Richards. RBI
—Verges.
Chisholm,
LaCrosse,
Hodgkins. 2B—Dean 3B—Kelsey,
LaCrosse, Hodgkins. SB—Thomp
son. Left — Rockland 4. Rockport
4
BB — Merchant, Richards,
Fiske. SO—Merchant 7. Richards,
Fiske. HO—Richards 2 in 2 innngs;
Fiske 5 in 3. Loser. Richards. Um
pires. Wincapaw and Graffam.
• • • •
Warren 6, Camden 5
At Warren

By The Roving Reporter

10

81-82

Mrs Loren E. Young, of 296
Limerock street, celebrated Labor
Day by swimming approximately
three miles in one hour and 20
minutes at South Pond, Warren.
High winds and rough waters made
swimming difficult. Channel next?

The latest one about the absent
minded professor, recorded in the
Milwaukee Journal, concerns an
Oxford don who woke up one
morning with the thought that he
had forgotten to attend an Impor
tant social function the previous
Friday. He rushed to the phone,
called the hostess, and made pro
fuse apologies.
"Dont worry, professor,” said the
lady when he had finished, “You
were here." —Globe Man’s Daily
Story.
—o—
A crowd estimated at 260,000 wit.
nessed the Boardwalk beauty par
ade Had the handsome contestants
been arranged in regulation street
attire there might have been fewer
spectators.

YOUR FAVORITE

POEM

If I had my life to live again, I
would have made a rule to read
some poetry* and listen to some
music at least cnee a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of hap
piness.—Charles Darwin.
CHILDREN ON THE WAY TO
SCHOOL
Children on the way to school
Rosy faces—laughing eyes;!
Life’s great lessons all unlearned;
Life's great riches yet unearned;
Life’s full pages yet unturned;
All unwon—the waiting prize—
Children on the way to school.
Children on the way to school;
I So are we of sober years;
Learning—yet sc little learned
Striving—yet so little earned;
j Pressing on, with eyes upturned;

TOWN NEWS

the Towns Listed Belan
Appear in This Issue.

Norwood’s Record

How valuable “Red" Norwood
was to the Augusta Millionaires
this season may be judged by the
following in yesterday's Kennebec
Journal:
“Speedy second baseman Billy
Porter raised his batting average
three points to .348 during the past
week to finish the 1949 season as
top man at the plate for the Mil
lionaires. Actually Porter finished
second to Red Norwood's .361 mark
but Norwood w’as at bat only 72
times as compared to Porter’s 210
trips to the plate.
"In the final listing (which in
cludes only those players on the
squad during the last week) five
men were over the .300 mark. In
addition to Porter, Norwood and
Lepcio, they were catcher Jack
Jamison who batted .333 in 18 con
tests and Wettlaufer who hit .306
while playing in every one of the
squad's 50 games.
"Red Norwood was high man in
the strikeout column, fanning 99
batters during his 86 2/3 innings

VINALHAVEN
THOMASTON
CAMDEN
WARREN
WALDOBORO
UNION
ROCKPORT
WEST W ALDOBORO
SEARSMONT
SOUTH THOMASTON
OWL’S HEAD
GLEN COVE
MATINICUS
GROSS NECK
SPRCCE HEAD
PORT CLYDE
FRIENDSHIP
NORTH HAVEN
DUTCH NECK

on the mound, which were also
high for the mound staff] His 65
walks also showed the way.
Big Red allowed the fewest hits
among the more regularly working
hurlers, being touch for just 45.”

A MANAGER S GRATITUDE
Tenant’s Harbor, Sept. 6.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
This is to thank the St. George
baseball fans for their loyal support
and contributions this past season.
Although our team was trailing all
season, we sure had a wonderful
bunch of loyal supporters that
stuck by us all Summer.
(Continued on Page Two)

Try Our Home-Made
Caramel

Edgar A. Ames Farm
U. S. ROUTE 1, WARREN. MAINE
One Mile from Thomaston-Warren Bridge

Dining Porch Overlooking Penobscot Bay.

BE ON lltM) TO PI’LL FOR THE BOYS OF R. H. S.
Admission: \dnlts 60c; Children 30c; tax. Inel.

Reading the events of 1904 as
chronicled by James Burns, a sub
scriber, A. C. McIntosh, says he re
members six members (of whorl}
he was one) of the Co H. Tillson’s
Light Infantry which was then
busy preparing for its journey to
Manassas, Va. He would be inter
ester in learning the names of
others in that company.

The Warren Tigers added to their
splendid late season record Labor
Day by defeating Camden 6 to 5.
The visitors' rally was stopped one
run short of a tie. Starr, with a
couple of two baggers and 14 putouts to his credit, was outstanding.
Hanna’s three hits in four times
up. did much toward the victory.
Glimpsing Heaven through our
Warren,
01030200 x—6
tears—
Camden,
0 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 0—5 Children on the way to school
Kathryn Blackburn Peck.
Batteries, Bosser and Hanna;
Drinkwater and Ryder. Base hits,
Warren 12, Camden 7. Errors,
Warren 4, Camden 4. Umpires,
Items of Interest fron
Pellerin and Hastings.

Warren Boy High Man In
Strikeout Column For
Augusta Millionaires
Will Thomaston and Rockland Play Rubber

Game? If So, When?

$1.00

THE BLACK CAT

e'-e**e^e**e—e-*e-

For the Community Building

Community Park

ISSUE

Volume 104............ Number 81.

Death Of Only Woman Mem
ber Of the Knox Bar
Will Meet Madison High Football Squad At Memberships Aggregating $4000 Are Sought State To Take Immediate Action Regarding
Association
•
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Ice

Telephone Searsport 157
MR. AND MRS. E. F. LEWIS, MGRS.

57-Th-78

For Velvety Rich, Full Flavored
Cream made here on the farm, by Louiae,
in person. Served daily 10 a. m.-lO p. ni.

78-Th-tf

register, but the thousand names
inscribed there represented 34
States and Canada,
England,
Boston Doctor Flown Home Camden Information Center France, Turkey. Italy, Czechoslo
Did Land Office Business vakia and Sweden. The greatest
After Accident On Salvage
number of inquiries this Summer
This Summer
Vessel Irene Mae
were for literature and maps, and
A total of 2125 visitors and 301
A Dr. Olie Strauss, a member of telephone calls were serviced at the 8110 pieces were distributed, in
the staff of Massachusetts Gener Inform ation Center at the Elm cluding 3340 Camden-Rockport Di
al Hospital in Boston, was taken Street School, Camden, during the rectories. trail maps and local busi- I
ness cards.
off the salvage vessel, Irene Mae
10 weeks cf operation until its clos
Next most popular requst was for
on the eastern side of Monhegan
Wednesday morning and rushed to ing last week, officials of the Cam- information about routes <253 in
Boston by plane with severe injur den-Rockprt Chamber of Commerce quiries) and bus, train, planes and
ies to his left hand which he sus announced this week. This is an boat schedules )230 questions).
increase over last year, when there Popularity cf the tourist cabins was
tained aboard the ship.
First inkling of the accident were 1586 persnal calls and 218 reflected in the number of in
aboard the vessel which is salvaging telephone calls during the same quiries. 188; at least half of these
the Gloucester dragger, St. Chris period; but less than in 1947, when wanted cabins "near the water.”
topher,
which grounded
and the Information Bureau was lo There were 70 inquiries about tour
burned on the island some weeks cated in the Log Cabin on Elm ist homes and 68 about hotels.
ago, came in a call to Coast Guard Street, and handled 3682 personal Seven persons asked about farm
Rockland for the cutter Snoho and telephone inquiries, they re boarding places, 3 about trailer
camps. 2 about sporting camps 13
mish to go to the island to bring port.
Less than half of the callers at about public camp sites.
an injured man to the mainland
The cutter, when just past Owl's the Camden-Rock|X)rt Information
Many more requests were received
Head enroute to Monhegan. was re Center this Summer signed the in 1949 for information about
called and a seaplane of Knox Fly
housekeeping cottages for rent, 51;
Dodge landed a short way from
ing Service dispatched with Jack
as compared with 20 in 1948. and 18
the scene of the salvage operations
Dodge as pilot.
in 1947. There were nine inquiries
and the doctor was brought to the about real
estate Information
; plane, which was rolling in the about places to eat was requested
I heavy seas, in a skiff off the Irene by 133 persons.
Francis L. Tillson
Mae.
Calls from employers looking for
At Rockland, the injured man
Carpenter and Builder
help, and from persons seeking emwas
transferred
to
a
Waco
plane
of
THOMASTON, MAINE
the service, flown by Vernon I ployment totalled 150 during the
TELEPHONE 178 4
: Summer, in the proportion of one
39’40-tf | Leach and was flown to Logan Airof the former to every five of the
• port in Boston where an ambulance
latter.
waited to transfer him to the hosOne hundred and sixty persons
: pital where he is a staff member.
came
to the Camden-Rockport
I The doctor is said to have been
engaged in research work aboard Center to ask for information about
the salvage vessel, possibly in con- local tours and points of interestThe most popular recreation, ac
; nection with diving operations.
We Will Flush, Grease.
cording to the number of inquiries.
94, was mountain climbing. Boating
Lay Up, and Store Your
and boat trips came next with 76
Motor for
inquiries; 47 persons asked about
Summer theatre; 44 about swim
ming; 24 about salt and fresh water
MERCURY SALES
fishing; only three about golf; and
AND SERVICE
two about horseback riding.

Callers And Calls

With Injured Hand

Outboard Motor
Storage

Speedometer
Repairing

$5.00

LEADBETTER
MACHINE SHOP

And Testing Of All
Chrysler Products.

Radiator Repairing

BAY VIEW STREET

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

CAMDEN, MAINE
TEL. CAMDEN' 2439
79-82

<
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SIS MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME
66-tf

515 MAIN ST.,

47-tf
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CANT BEAT THIS

ROCKLAND, ME.

PRICE

k

GENUINE 54
younptfoti'nTufc/tenaidet

CABINET SINK

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Twilight League

[EDITORIAL]

Thomaston’s appreciative base
ball fans and that includes all of
the citizens—are tendering the
Clippers a complimentary banquet
at the Masonic Temple next Tues
day. The Courier-Gazette extends
its best wishes.
The big question asked by Knox
and Lincoln baseball fans is "What
will be done about a play-off game
between Rockland and Thomaston
to decide the championship of the
Knox-Lincoln Twilight League? In
quiries just as the paper was go
ing to press fail to reveal that any
thing has been done about it. One
suggestion worthy of consideration
is that the two teams play a threegame post-season series.

Editor. FRANK A WINSLOW

THIRTEEN INNOCENTS SLAIN
A shocking tragedy occurred in Camden, N. J., Tuesday
when Howard Unruh, a 28-year-old Army veteran went on
a maniacal shooting rampage. The carnage lasted 45 min
utes during which five men. five women and two boys were
slain. A thirteenth victim died next day. Sensational news
paper reports of the shooting classify Unruh as a Bible
reader, a soldier with a good war record and a man who never
drank, smoked or chased women. A deranged mind, leaving
in its unfortunate wake an incredible list of fatalities.

AND SO DO OTHERS
President Truman surprised nearly everyone by winning
the election in 1948 Let us hope he surprises everyone again
by deciding not to run again in 1952.—Press Herald.

THE SPREAD OF POLIO
Spread of the dreaded polio has selected the Bangor area
as its chief target in this State 106 cases having been re
ported there. Twelve communities in the vicinity of that
city are doing their best to stamp out the plague by deferring
the opening of the public schools. In the State are nearly
250 cases, whereas at this time last year there were but 15.

THE OHIO SENATE RACE

A MANAGER’S GRATITUDE
(Continued from Page One)
We’d like also to thank Samuel
Leighton for the gift of two bats,
which we certainly appreciated.
During the Winter months we
will lay low’, talk of the past sea
son and dream of next Spring,
when we expect to come back in tlie
League with an eager eye on stay
ing nearer the top.
Again, thank you.
Alfred E. Leppanen. manager,
St. George Baseball Team.

Grange Corner
(Continued' from Page Four)
men are, Mrs. Mattie Campbell,
fancy work; Mrs. Elizabeth Miller,
grabs; Mrs. Stephanie Heathcote,
raffles; Miss Sadie Gammon,
candy; Mrs. Evelyn Payson, sup
per; Ernest Campbell, supper tick
ets; Merrill Payson, vegetables;
Mrs. Ruth Wiley, publicity; Willis
Moody. Er., beano: Benjamin Perry,
ice cream and soda; and Benjamin
Barbour, dance.

"Housing ulcers’, resulting from
worry over the housing shortage,
are a new complaint in Australia,
which has a direct affect on the
nation’s health, a psychiatrist in
Adelaide insists.

TO PARENTS

Senator Robert A. Taft of Ohio declares that he is not
a candidate for the 1952 Presidential nomination; “that the
only thing he's got his eye on is the 1950 Senate race. With
a four-months' campaign tour ahead of him, and fighting the
most determined opposition any candidate has ever had, it
is not surprising that he is not standing aloof from other
complications.

College this Fall?

MacMILLAN'S RETURN

friends back home.

Is your boy or girl going to

If so, keep

them in touch with the home

town news by subscribing to the

paper which gives them all the
doings of It .11. S. and their

Commander Donald B MacMillan's 28th Arctic expedi
tion is nearing its close, the schooner Bowdoin being due
to reach Monhegan Sept. 14. Valuable data may be expect
ed as has always been the case, but word from the explorer
indicates that the Bowdoin College Arctic Museum will be
enriched b.v two bears, two cubs, and many birds. And the
lecture platform the coming Winter will have the benefit of
many interesting lectures.

Subscription to

The Courier-Gazette
Sept. 15 to June 15. $3.85
78*84

AN IRRESPONSIBLE MOB
It is not usual for guests to take baseball bats to a con
cert for protection. But, then, it is not usual for them to be
stoned by mobs as they leave.
The outbreak that took place at the Robeson concert over
the week-end is a disgrace to American democracy, as it is
a boon to Russian communism. Of course, some of the people
who protest most wildly against it will fail to remember that
such a concert could not have taken piace in Russia at all,
with police protection—inadequate though it proved—for a
hostile group
Yet that offers not one whit of excuse for the hoodlums
and self-styled "patriots’’ who attacked the concert-goers.
This is the Fascist pattern of violent suppression, the Ku
Klux Kian pattern oi lynch law, the antithesis of the Ameri
can system of guarantees of free speech and assembly.
The veterans’ groups which organized the mass demon
stration against the concert were apparently not directly
or officially involved in the violence. But their demonstra
tion at least served to whip up irresponsible mob emotions
and contributed to the outcome. If they really want to
prove their devotion to democracy, the veterans might well
organize to prevent this sort of outbreak.
For democracy is nothing without faith in itself. A de
mocracy so sure of itself that it bends every effort to protect
the constitutional rights of even its most unpopular citi
zens takes the wind out of its enemies’ cries of persecution.
Whatever the political motives of the Robeson concert.
American patriots should not be so thin-skinned that the
singing of Ol Man River by the famous Negro baritone
should strike terror into their hearts—Christian Science
Monitor.

The Island of Madagascar now
Austrian firms have received a
bans films showing "resistance, large order for oil burning furnaces
struggle for liberty, rebellion, rob from Argentina, Vienna reports.
bery, gangsters and immoral sub
jects.”
A summary by positions of the
training camp rosters of teams in
Over 125,000,000 people of India
the AU-America Conference shows
are now under a system of con
69 ends, 73 tackles, 62 guards, 40
trolled distribution of food grains. centers and 162 backs.

WALDO THEATRE
WALDOBORO—TEL. 190
Every Evening at 8.00 Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3 00

Quality” meat! Tender beef and juicy pork! Buy
them in the package marked SWIFT'S PREMIUM
FRANKS. That way you’re always sure to get the
same high quality and delicious flavor.

TODAY, THURSDAY, SEPT. 8
GREGORY PECK

AVA GARDNER
MELVYN

DOUGLAS

in

“THE GREAT SINNER”

Look for your dealer’s special display of Swift's
Premium Franks in the flavor-protecting package

Witli Waller Huston
Ethel Barrymore, Frank Morgan

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
SEPT. 9-10
Double Feature:
ROD CAMERON
BONITA GRANVILLE
in

“STRIKE IT RICH”
Also on the Program

"HIDEOUT
Starring
Adrian Booth, Lloyd Bridges

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
SEPT. 11-12
JUDY GARLAND
VAN JOHNSON
S. Z. Sakall, Spring Byington
Blister Keaton in

"IN THE GOOD
OLD SUMMERTIME”

Made FRESH DAILY in Swift’s kitchens

from Coast to Coast!

In Technicolor

ROCKET" ENGINE-*-HYDRA-MATIC DRIVE!
This Exclusive Qldsmobile Combination Adds Up To
The Most Thrilling Driving You've Ever Known!
’’ROCKET”—PLUS HYDRA-MATIC! That's

USE OUR I**
BUDGET PLAN
Check every one of these features:

1.

Built el steel to last a lifetime

10. Big under-cabinet storage (16.10 ru. ft.)

2.

One-piece, acid-resisting porcelain-enamel top

3.

11. Four free-swinging doors, insulated and sounddeadened

Four-inch back-splash
12. Concealed hinges and positive-acting torpedo
catches

4. Impressed soap retainer
5. Fluted, no-tip drainboords

6.

Swinging mixing-faucet with metal handles

7.

Big, deep, no-spiash bowl

I.

Crumb-cup strainer, easy to dean

13. Two drawers, wide, deep ond spacious (one
partitioned for cutlery). Chrome hardware
throughout
14. Drawers open easily, quietly on brass runners
(no sticking;

9. Hi-bake enamel cabinet finish, inside and out

15. Recessed toe ond knee space for working ease

the power-team that gives you brilliant
response—velvet smoothness amazing pas
economy, too! And it's yours in too great
Oldsmobile . . . tlie ”88 ' ami the ”98!”
RING FOR A ’’ROCKET” RIDE! Your
Oldsmobile dealer invites you to call him
for a ” Rocket” demonstration. Every
”R<x-ket” ear is a IIvdra-.Matie car,—and
the two team up for smoothness, ease and
economy that just can’t he heat! I ullv auto
matic, time-tested Hvdra-Matic Drive*
transmits that brilliant "Rocket” power
instantly. Hvdra-Matic smoothness com
plements the ’’Rocket's” silken operation.
Ami IIydra-Matic's outstanding gas mile
age is now Better than ever, thanks to the
"Rocket’s” high-compression economy!
DRIVING IS BELIEVING! Thousands of

words can’t match one trip at the wheel
of a "Rocket”-I1ydra-Matic Oldsmobile.
Drive one yourself—see bow much fun
motoring can he when you go the Futuramic w ay... the ”Rocket"-Hydra-Matie wav/

Enturamir Oldtmohile
Four*
Dour Sedan with "llochet" Enftine.
*ll>dra-Matic Drite ttandard equip
ment on S«ri*4 ’’VS” and '80'
modeIt, optional at «.«rra cott on ”76.**

ffounaifown'/ufc/ien.j
'

"

BY

MULLINS

H. H. CRIE CO.
328 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. MAINE

PHONE

YOUR

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILE

DEALER

Phone 889, FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY, or visit us on W inter Street
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN

Sept. 12—Warren: Schools re-open.
Sept. 14—Educational Club Picnic.
3 to 8.30 p. m. at the home of
Mrs. Jesse Bradstree t, 57 Suf
folk street, Rockland.
Sept. 17—Constitution Day.
Sept. 21—Womens Basket meeting
of Lincoln Baptist Assocaition at
Littlefield
Memorial
Church,
Rockland at 10 a. m.
The Old Timers baseball team
which recently earned a niche in
the Hall of Fame by beating War
ren, will turn their attention Sun
day to the benefit game at Com
munity Park when they meet the
challenging Rockland Liens. The
proceeds will serve as a Knox Hos
pital benefit.

Residents of Thomaston and vi
cinity are looking forward to a
fine entertainment next Wednesday
night when a concert will be given
in the Thomaston Baptist Church
to help raise fuhds for repairing
the old Knox Church. A special
feature will be Prof. Wilbert Snow's
readings from his own poems. The
musical program will be in charge
of Mrs Grace Strout.

Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Unit, 1,
American Legion Auxiliary, will
meet Friday night at 7.30 at the
Legion Home.
Past Presidents'
Parley will meet Tuesday night 7.30
at the home of Myra Watts. All
past presidents are invited.
It is reported that the fine Bert
S. Gregory house at 74 Beech street
has been purchased by Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Weeks. It will be
remembered as the Walter H.
Spear property.

DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

SPRUCE HEAD
COMMUNITY HALL

78-Th&Sat-tf

BEANO
A NEW AND BETTER BEANO

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
At 7.30 P. M.

St. Bernard’s Church Hall
Auspices Knights of Columbus

43-tf

'dj

Rrd Jacket Sea Scouts and guests
he:d a marine outing Sunday,
cruising to Pulpit Harbor, where
they did exploring, watched the
yachts and hiked to North Haven
village. On their return a stopover was made at Camden, where
the Swift schooners were visited.
Guests included: Miss Diane Cam
eron. Miss Lee-Anne Lawrence, Miss
Betty Stetson. Clifford Cameron.
Richard Paul, Allen Roberts and
Sea Scouts David Scarlott, Ronald
Anderson. James Bartlett, Roland
and John Ware, Donald Merchant,
Maynard Bray and Mate John Al
ton Perry.

BORN

Seek Missing Man

Attended The First

Richardson—At Knox Hospital,
Sept. 6, to Mr. and Mrs. Christopher
Richardson, a daughter
Barrett—At Knox Hospital. Sept. Harry Crockett Of North And Carrie Page's Thoughts
7, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Barrett
Go Wandering To Lead•Haven Adrift Since Last
of Warren, a daughter.
better Reunion
Night
Sweetland—At Gould Maternity
Heme. Union, Sept. 1, to Mr. and
Washington, D. C., Aug. 29.
Coast Guard rescue beats, private
Mrs. Paul Sweetland of Searsmont,
fishing craft and planes are search,
Dear Relatives;
a daughter—Karen Eileen.
ing waters of Pencbscct Bay this
This week I shall be thinking of
MARRIED
morning between Camden and North
McIntyre-Nary — At Rockland, Haven for Harry Crockett, 45, of the coming reunion and wishing to
Sept. 2, Emery McIntyre and Miss
be there. I was present at the first
Lee Nary, both of Camden.—by North Haven, whe has been re- '
Leadbetter reunion. That was be
ported missing since last night.
Rev. George Goudreau.
Lieutenant Gecrge Tardiff of the fore most of you were born. No
DIED
Coast Guard, Rockland., received record was kept, Edmund and Fran,
Orne—At Rockland, Mrs. Helen
Knowlton Orne (widow of Arthur information this mornng tliat ces were married in 1868 and went
; L. Orne. age 75 years. 5 months, 7 Crockett, who is a lobster fisher to Missouri in 1869, where they
Mrs. Prances Jaques Smith of days. Funeral Friday at 2 p. m. man, left Camden between 3 and 4 made their home This was their
Bath, wife of Kenneth Smith, for at Burpee Funeral Home, Rev. p. m. Wednesday, enroute to Ncrth first visit back to Maine and it was
! Charles R. Monteith officiating.
Haven in a 23-foot double ender as great an event as a visit from
merly of Rockland, has just pub Burial in Achom cemetery.
Cramer—At Camden, jlept. 6. power boat and has not been sight China would be.
lished a book entitled The History
of Maine from Wilderness to State Burgess Cramer, husband of Geor ed since.
The reunion was at the home of
Norwood Cramer of Union, age
Crockett, a lobsterman and oper his father, your great-grandfather
hood.” It is a stirring tale of the gia
27 years, 8 months, 21 days. Fu
failures and successes cf the men neral Friday at 2 p. m. from the ator of a weir at Southern Harbor' or great Uncle Lewis, as the case
who made Maine and has chapters Methodist Church, Union, with Ma on North Haven, is known to have may be. This was a remarkable
dealing with Gen. Knox' activities sonic Rites. Interment in Lake been in Camden at 3.39 yesterday gathering from the fact that his
View Cemetery, Union.
and has not been seen since.
in this area and the Knox Mansion.
father and his nine children were
A check of the harbor has not never all together before nor since.
It was a product of the Falmouth
CARD OF THANKS
Publishing Co.
The great tribute paid to Clifton located his boat but has brought
Mr. Cabot had recently bought
Felt, the many ways of expressing informaiton that he departed for his Summer home and he let Dea
A 16-year-old runaway Brighton. kindness and sympathy to us, will the island some time between 3 and con Crockett and Elmira have the
always be gratefully remembered
Mass., girl was taken into police by Katherine Felt, Mr. and Mrs. 4 o'clock.
use of his top buggy. Perhaps
custody Wednesday and held for James Felt and Family.
The Coast Guard has sent a mo Hanse remembers that Frances
81*lt
her parents, who came for her dur
tor lifeboat from Whitehead Sta iried some chickens, Missouri style
AN APPRECIATION
ing the day. The police were noti
tion and the tug 643C0 out of Rock which were a novelty to us. We
I deeply appreciate the thought
fied by a truck driver, who had fulness and kindness of the many land to join the search which was were accustomed to fowls stewed
given her a ride, while enroute to friends whose beautiful cards and started last evening by friends of or baked but not fried chickens.
Rockland during the early morning I letters have done so much to cheer Crockett on the island.
She browned a few pieces at a time
hours. Parking his vehicle on Main , and help me during my illness,
Wilfred Mills of North Haven has in an iron skillet and transferred
away from home. I have missed bestreet, when he arrived in Rock | ing with them this Summer, and swept the bay with his plane sev them to a large buscuit pan until
land. the driver left the girl in would like to hear from them at my eral times this morning and is stll there was enough for all, then let
the cab and informed police that present address.
continunig the search.
them cook on top of the stove un
Miss Isa Beverage.
he suspected she was a runaway.
Boats from Camden have joined til nice and tender. Edmund said
! 7 Linden St., Stoneham 80, Mass.
the search thus merning.
that was common diet in Missouri
Townesend Club members are
Just arrived, new lot of Rug Rags.
Crockett is married and has two and that they often caught live
having a picnic lunch Sunday at Tel. 523. The Remnant Shoppe. 200 ohildren.
chickens in the morning and had
Oakland Park. Some members arc Main St., Rockland.
81-82
them dressed and fried for brfeaktaking the 9.45 a. m. bus or later.
' Parsley potatoes” are made by
fast.
All members may invite friends or
May N. Jones of Clark Island will boiling small new potatoes in salted
I think it was on their second
any one furnishing own basket are read yoru future in your cup at the water, in their skins. When the po
visit some years later that Eunice
j annual Rebekah Fair, Tuesday, tatoes are cooked they should be
welcome to join the crowd.
invited some of the relatives to
peeled and mixed with melted but
! Sept. 13 in the Odd Fellows Hall.
meet them at her house and it was
Miss Lucille Kester has entered
81-82 ter and finely minced parsley.
then that there was thought of or
the Freshman class at Gorham
ganizing
this reunion which has
France's
first
prefabricated
can

State Teachers’ Collgee.
Come in to Mel’s and see the 1950
Model Apex Washers with the new al barge, built by assembly-line been kept up so many years.
The names of those who have
Wednesday night at 7.30 the first lock and new lew prices as low as techniques by a firm in Strasbourg
organization meeting of the Com $109.95. The new washers have recently was launched.
passed away make a long list. Do
munity players was held in the many new features. Easy payment
Farnsworth Memorial Museum with plan available for your convenience
fair attendance.
The following and we allow you liberal trade-in
officers and directors were elected: allowances. Tel. Thomaston 257.
President, A. B. Cooper, vice presi Mel’s Appliance, Main street, Thom
dent George Sleeper, secretary, aston.
81-lt
Greta Nelson; treasurer, Eugene
Our men are qualified through knowledge and 50 years of
experience to give you Machine Shop Satisfaction, in Automotive
Burby. The following five directors
and Marine Service. Let us serve your Machine Shop Require
were appointed: Mr. Gowdy, Ten
ments. Come in especially and see our New Large Stationary
ants Harbor, Mr. Oxenburg, Port
Crank Shaft Regrinder.
Clyde; Betty Seekins, Thomaston;
Mr. Green. Rockland and Miss Dor
othy Salo. Next meeting will be held
586 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.,
TEL. 24
Wednesday Sept. 14. at the Farns
70-tf
worth Memorial Museum, and it is
hoped that many more people will
take interest in this new activity.
The next production 'Male Ani
/
mal,” will be cast Sunday at the
Thorndike Hotel at 2 p. m. Every
body is welcome to the reading.

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES

Mail Orders Filled

Read The Courier-Gazette
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

GOOD MATERIALS
GOOD WORKMANSHIP
GOOD TASTE
It lakes all three to make you
proud of a good Monument. Let
us help you. No obligation, of
course.

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS
20 LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 600
75-tf

DUPONT PAINT DEALERS

745 MAIN ST.,

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 17

SPECIAL

558 Main Street

ROUTE 17. WEST ROCKPORT
PHONE CAMDEN 8013
SPECIALTIES:

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
l-tf

We Are As Near to You As Your Phone.

FREE DELIVERY OUR SPECIALTY

k

flWf !N-&e THIS BARGAIN

Su/ierf/ame Turin 9

SAVES 2O7

85

1

STotD

Pu/ambi'

Tw’ll tat Hi, rim -A, Ium*
rear car bait
at tfca >i|a af IITTIR SdtVICI

a BETTER Meal!

. . . It s Corned Beef Time, Serve

With All Native Vegetables

SMOKED
FILLETS

THICK KIR

CORNED BEEF, lb
RIB CUTS ........................ lb. 27c

CHEESE
BUTTER
CORNED BEEF
HASH
“Buy Several Tins Now”

16 0Z. TIN

SUPmn.AME'S EXCLUSIVE FUEL
SAVER AND BURNER WILL SAVE
YOU 20”. OR MORE ON FUEL GET DETAILS AT ONCE.

Op* rata.

wl

CUT FROM LOCAL FISH
FIRST OF THE
SEASON. A
WELCOME
CHANGE.

POUND

LUX FLAKES
large pkg., 28c
LUX TOILET SOAP
3 rcg. cakes. 23c

OYSTERS "R” IN SEASON

GOLDEN RIFE

pk.

BANANAS,

Ib.

Ask | or a Sample at Our Dairy Dept.
FULLY AGED—REALLY STRONG.

FRESH

CREAMERY

59c

FRANCO-AMERICAN SPAGHETTI ... 2 tins 29c
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP ............ tin 10c
BAKER’S NEW 4 IN 1 COCOA MIX....... tin 19c
MACARONI STICKS.................. 3 Ib. pkg. 41c
PEANUT BUTTER................... 16 oz. jar 34c
FLO SWEET SYRUP................... 2 bots. 25c
PEACHES. Del Monte Halves....... 2^2 tin 29c
TOMATO JUICE, Libby’s............ 46 oz. tin 29c
SEEDLESS RAISINS, Family Pak .. 2 Ib. bag 31c
HONEY—Pure, King Bee........... 16 oz. jar 25c
PIE CRUST MIX, Puritan................ 2 tins 29c
FLOUR, Faultless................... 25 Ib. bag 1.79
THREE CROW VANILLA............. 2 oz. bot. 29c
COFFEE, Red Oak................... 16 oz. pkg. 41c
COCOA NUT, Burkee Southern Style, 4 oz. tin 15c
BROOMS, Deluxe............................ each 89c

RINSO
large pkg., 28c
SWAN SOAP
2 Ige. cakes, 27c

Other Heaters from $44.00 to $194.95

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.

TELEPHONE 1154
283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

SO.31 RANKIN ST.,

•••Cf

16 0Z. JAR

ill Tot

DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

oucgs jEvery Alea/j

RASPBERRY
PRESERVES

Two Burners. Use Only One in Mild
Weather. Use Beth When It's Cold.

MILLER'S
GARAGE

Rockland, Me.

Doon

How Economical , >

• It’s an unbeatable com
bination that makes our
service outstanding at any
time! If you want promptj
courteous attention I ! I if
you want a fine job at a fair
price ::: come in and see us
today. That’s exactly what
you’ll get!

/NVEST TN UgSAVJNGS BONDS

Rarrt
■ D*n*eio»

al only ... 134.95

FACTORY ENGI
NEERED and
approved parts.

444 Maio Street

WHY

and Ohl

SPECIALLY DE
SIGNED tools and
equipment.

>

HERES

Twin Burnart
Beautiful—Ufictoat

EXPERT MECHAN
ICS, trained in
factory mainte
nance methods,

BOOKLAND

SL°erle

2 Way Hxri
Dafiactor GrtO

MEANS

hokj helper*

Natural gas pipelines must stand
a pressure of 1000 pounds per
square inch.

POTATOES,

LUNCHEON: 11.30-2.00 DAILY EXCEPT TUESDAY
DINNER: 5.30-8.30 DAILY EXCEPT TUESDAY
SIND AYS: NOON—8.30
( LOSE!) EVERY TUESDAY

OR SERVICE

!S

NATIVE U. S. GRADE NO. 1

King’s Delight
Chicken In the Basket

HERE'S WHAT OUR ’

In Municipal Court

SLICED

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
2 LUX FLAKES, Igc., (Handkerchief Free) .. .55
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE...................... 59
FROZEN ORANGE JUICE .......................... 29
FROZEN PEAS.............................. 2 for .49
FROZEN STRAWBERRIES ............ 16 oz. .47
APPLES, McIntosh ........................ 3 lbs. .29
CIGARETTES.................................. ctn. 1.95
EVAPORATED MILK ....................... 3 for .35
WALDORF TOILET TISSUE.............. 3 for .25
KRISPY CRACKERS...................... 2 lbs...49
CORNED BEEF, Heavy Western Brisket .. lb. .59
TRIPE Honeycomb ............................ lb. .33
RIB ROAST, Heavy Western .............. lb. .55
LEAN BACON .......... . ...................... lb. .59
CHEESE, New York State, Sharp ........ lb. .69
CREAMERY BUTTER ........................ lb. .69
CRISCO........................................... 3 lbs. .87
SPRY ......................................... 3 lbs. .87
HILLS DOG FOOD.......................... 2 cans .29

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that ALEX
HILL of Friendship, Maine, has
been duly adjudged a bankrupt;
that the first meeting of creditors
will be held at the Probate Court
Room, County Court House. Au
gusta, Maine, on September 28.
1949. at 2.00 P. M . Daylight Saving
Time, at which time the said credi
tors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the
bankrupt, and transact such other
business as may properly come be
fore said meeting. CHARLES A
POMEROY. Referee in Bankruptcy,
193 Middle S reet, Portland 3, Ma ne
Everett E. Conary of Rockland
81-lt
was fined $10 and costs of court
Wednesday on charges of operat
Washington, Oregon, Montana
ing a motor vehicle at 45 miles per and Idaho have 20 per cent of U
hour on Broadway on the night of S. hydroelectric power.
Sept. 2.
Trooper Harold Mitchell, who
was the arresting officer, related af
ter court that the heavy tractortrailer unit, traveling south on
jj
Broadway, held a speed of 45 miles
per hour past Community Park on
Broadway where cars were parked
on both sides of the street and
children playing about. A night
ball game in progress at the time
caused heavy traffic congestion in
the area at the time, he said.
Stow
Ptuntxr
• • • •
opens clogged d«nm
Allen M. Mollison of Belfast was
with o few turns of
fined $10 and costs of court on
the crock hondte tt*
charges of allowing a truck to be
price’ Less thoc ho»f
overloaded. The arrest was made
T the cost of one n»»t
on U. S. 1 in Thomaston by Trooper
from your ptumbe*4
0 hondy hoUMHarold Mitchell.

CHUCK ROAST, ”>■ 49c
PIG’S LIVER, ib. 29c

Licensed I>ady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810

you know that my sister Adaline
94, cousin Levi 95. and myself 80,
are the only living members of a
whole generation? All of you Leadbetters are grandchildren or grand
nieces and nephews of either Luther
Reuben, Lewis or John to the
fourth or fifth generation. May
there be many more reunions
Charles E. Paige.

STEAK, = ib. 65C

«ORt

JORDAN—GRANT
MARKET

Page Three

ROCKLAND

SILVER DUST
large pkg., 29c
LIFEBUOY SOAP
2 bath size, 17c

t
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Page Four
and Eleanor Norwood spent the
week-end with their grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Norwood. They
returned Monday to Worcester,
MRS. OSCAR LANK
Mass.
Correspondent
Dinner guests were: Monday at
TKL. ■
Down Easter Inn: Mrs. Margaret
Glidden, Ann Carter, Ruth Jones,
Miss Evelyn Gregory, daughter of B. F. Koebner and party of seven.
Schools began Tuesday with the
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Gregory, re
cently graduated from Worcester same teachers as last year.
Memorial Hospital where she took
Mrs. Etta Bristow of Old Town
a three year's’ course in nursing. arrived Sunday and is the guest of
She returned home Sunday.
Mrs. Clyde Macintosh.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Williams
Ralph Candage has returned to
and son Bruce of Staten Island, N. Springfield, Mass, after visiting his
Y., are visiting Mr. Williams' par family over the holiday.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
>
Mr and Mrs Lloyd Webster reFarland, at Crockett's River
Tuesday to North Wey
Ransford Smith of Bangor was mouth, Mass.
the week-end guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Carrie Dickerson returned
Mrs. Herbert Boman
Wednesday to Bcston, having spent
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Durr.baugh
the Sumner with her aunt, Mrs.
and family, who spent the past
Cora Carion.
two weeks at Shore Acres, have
Miss Lorraine Candage lias re
returned to Cleveland, Ohio
turned to Springfield, Mass, having
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Butler, son visited relatives in town
•’Skipper’’ and daughter Betsy who
Miss Eliza Patterson and Miss
have spent the Summer vacation Eugenia Carver have returned to
at the home of Mrs. Butler’s father, Somerville, Mass, to. resume teach
Capt. Ira Smith, School street, re ing.
turned today to their home in
Miss Gwendoline Green and Miss
Maplewood, N. J
Fanny Ames are teaching at North
The following group of friends Haven.
enjoyed a dinner party Monday at
Guests registered last week at
Down Easter Inn: Mr. and Mrs. The Isander were: R Bruce Wil
Robert Butler, Mr. and Mrs. Mere liams, Randolph N Y : Capt. and
dith Trefrey, Mr and Mrs. Abbott Mrs Harris Aller, Miss Porence
Martin, Miss Phyllis Black. Arthur Smith, Philadelphia, Penn ; Miss
Nelke.
Rose Scharb, Wallem Park, R. I.;
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Snowman Miss Selma Baumhauer, Quincy,
cf Claremont, N. H., are guests of
Illinois Ross Riddell Jr , Windsor,
Mr and Mrs. L. W. Sanbcrn, Pleas,
Ontario. Canada; Arthur Brown
ant street.
Carter Wiute, Danvers, Mass.; «Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hanley are
and Mrs. Roy Bergren, Norwell,
visiting Mrs Hanley's mother, Mrs.
Mass.; Mrs. S. L. Calderwood. Els
Flora Ames.
mere, N. Y:; Mrs. R. L. Kinney,
Mr. and Mrs. Ted MacDonald re
Mystic, Conn.: George Rant. Med
turned Sunday frcm Portland.
ford, Mass. ; Mr. and Mrs. James
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Dearborn
Doherty, Miss Margaraet Doherty,
and daughters Elizabeth and Ruth,
who have spent the Summer vaca Miss Patricia Doherty, James Do
tion at their heme on High street, herty. James Doherty, Jr, John
returned Tuesday to Meriden, Conn Doherty Somerville, Mass , Ralph
Mr, and Mrs Hollis Quinn and Perrin, Rockland; Mrs. Charles
children, Hollis, Jr. and Charlotte Cassie, Montreal, Canada; Mr and
have returned to Vermont alter a Mrs. Walter Day, Jamaica Plain,
visit with Mrs. Quinn’s parents, Mr Mass.; Miss Beverly Allen, Somer
and Mrs. Howard MacFarland, at ville, Mass.; Miss Dorothy Day,
Roxbury, Mass.; Miss Arabella
Crockett's River.
Mrs. Marion Sholes has returned Sukeforth, Miss Esther Dudley, Au.
to Boston after three weeks’ vaca gusta Oscar Crockett. Rockland.
Guests for dinner Sunday at The
tion at her home on Chestnut
Isander were: Stuart Calderwood
street.
Mr. and Mrs George Swears and and daughter Janice of Elsmere,
daughter Monica returned Monday N. Y, Miss Phyllis Black. Miss
Ruth McBride cf Worcester, Mass,
to New Britain, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Genthner of was dinner guest Monday. Mr. and
Portland were week-end guests of Mrs. Henry Parker, who are Sum
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Pendleton. mering at North Haven dined Wed
Orris Norwood, Robert Norwood nesday at The Islander. Mrs. A. F

ft a a a
ALENA L STARRJTTT
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel

erett, Mrs. Belle Robarts, Mrs. Mary
Dyer,
Mrs. Evelyn Ross and Mrs.
Mrs. Annie Farrell was hunor |
guest at a surprise birthday party Effie Dyer. Following a bountiful
meal of seafood, cakes and pies at
recently when members of the fam- ;
noon, an excursion of exploring
ily and guests dropped in to help '
celebrate the occasion. Refresh- i around the island was enjoyed
with refreshments at 4 o'clock be
ments were served, featuring a dec. j
fore leaving for home on a breezy
orated birthday cake and Mrs.
and ’choppy” ride heme in the ”E1Farr. 11 received many nice gifts.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. James lena F." A most enjoyable day was
Farrell, Mr. and Mrs. Neal Farrell had by all.
Mrs. George Sprague and son
of Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Fos
Christopher of Mt. Kisco, N. Y.,
ter Farrell of Rockland, Mr. and
who spent the Summer with her
Mrs. Francis Dyer, and daughter
parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. K Reed,
Bonnie, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mo
left Sunday for heme with Mr.
rang and Mrs Farrells mother,
Sprague who had arrived the pre
Mrs. Hickey.
vious Thursday to spend the week
Mrs Ellena Fredette entertained
end.

OWL'S HEAD

WARREN

VINALHAVEN
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Rev. J. Homer Nelson, former
pastor
of the Congregational
Church at Bar Harbor, will preach
his first sermon here Sunday
morning at the Second Congrega
tional Church, since accepting the
call to Warren pastorate. His
morning topic at 10.3J will be.
"Seek Ye First, The Kingdom of
God" This will be the opening
Sunday of the Fall season, tlie
church having been recessed since
the last Sunday of July Rally Day
will be observed at tlie opening
session ot Sunday School for tile
Fall season, at 9.30 Sunday'. Spe
cial music is planned by tlie adult
choir.
Sherwood Sidelinger, Ctiief Ra
dio man, U.S.N., Mrs. Sidelinger
and their daughter, Joan of Wash
ington, D. C, are guests of his par
ents, Mr and Mrs Arthur Side
linger.
Mr. and Mrs. John Durrell and
son James, and Mr. and Mrs, Mar
tin Dorian of Brighton Mass , re
turned Tuesday from a weeks' trip
during which they visited relatives
in West Dublin. N. S. Mr and Mrs.
Dorian returned Wednesday, Sept.
7. to Brighton, Mass , after passing
Tuesday night at the Durrell home.
Captain Howard Nurward Jr of
the Wright-Patterson Airfield, in
Dayton, Ohio. Mr; Norwood and
their daughter, Sherry, arrived
Tuesday to visit relatives, including
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Norwood Sr., his grandmother, Mrs
Emma Norwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Cartner and
daughter, Miss Betty Castner re
turned Wednesday to Waltham
Mass., after being house guests lor
several days at tlie home ot Mrs
Alma Jameson. They and Mrs
Jameson were dinner guests Tues
day of Mr, and Mrs. Willis Moody,
Sr., and also were callers while
here, at the home of Mrs. Cora
Castner.
Marianne Pellicani, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs, Bart Pellicani, and
Malcolm Smith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Smith entered Rockland
High School Wednesday. Joseph
Creed was hostess at The Islander
Thursday to Mrs. N. Cook Sholes
cf Boston and Mi's Irving Fifield
for dinner. Mr. and Mrs George
Hirst of Newburyport, Mass., and
P. Tedesso of New Haven, Conn,
were dinner guests Friday and Sat
urday at The Islander. Mr. and
Mrs Sargent Lewis, Summer resi
dents of North Haven, entertained
Friday at The Islander by givin a
"Before the Theatre S :pper." Their
guests were Misses Emily and Betsy
Lewis, Mrs. Horace Pettit and Mr.
and Mrs. Gordon Whitney.

THIS WEEK
ONLY

Nails, common
$9.00 keg
Mill End Paint, white
$2.25 gal.
House Paint, reg. 6.00
Now $4.50 gal.
Floor and Porch Enamel
reg. 5.50, Now $3.75 gal.

fneitibers oi tlie Wednesday Night
Chib Labor Day at an outing on j

$1.00 ft.
Highest Prices Paid for

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called i. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Effective September 15
On that date and thereafler no classified ads will be accepted without
the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The
Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NORTH WARREN

Mr and Mrs. D. S. Mank and W new, $1500, for quick sale. TEL.
Pellicani entered the Eighth Grade, L. Gracie attended the fair at Wind THOMASTON 94-4, 59 Main St ,
Thomaston.
81-83
sor
Rockland Schools Wednesday.
MODEL A Ford, gcod running
Mr and Mrs. George MacArthur Miss Gwendolyn Green, who has
condition. KENDRICK DORMAN.
and two sons of South Portland been visiting her cousin, Mrs. Nan 28 Warren St., City.
81-83
and Harold Wetherbee of Lynn, Erickscn. tills Summer, returned
WINCHESTER Pump Gun. 12
Mass . have been guests of Mr. and to Vinalhaven last week.
gauge; rubber boat, man size; 6 de
Mrs. H. A. Hawes of Union and coys. row boat. 12 ft.; 22 Harrington
Mrs. Benjamin Earbour.
Miss Madolyn Hawes, Boston visit Richardson revolver for sale. AR
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Siegler
THUR LUDWIG, Lincolnville Beach.
ed at C. W. Mank’s Sunday.
and family of Augusta, and Mr.
81*83
Ernest Benner of Detroit was a Maine
and Mrs. Richard Charbourne of
DUPLEX
House
for
sale;
7
rooms,
Ba’h, have been gue ts of Mr. and caller at Charles W Mank's re bath and furnace each side; near
cently.
schools.
MRS. RAPPLEYE. 30
Mrs. S. F. Haskell, Jr.
Mrs. Nan Erickson spent tlie Granite St., City.
81*83
Tickets for the IOOF supper to
week-end
with
friends
cm
North
NEW
Heating
Plant
and
Homart
be served Sept 17 in connection
Stoker for sale; sell cheap. TEL
with tlie Fall fair, auspices of j Haven.
254-W., 42 South Main St., City.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge, may be ob
81*83
ST. GEORGE
tained from Mi Athleen Robin-'
COTTAGE for sale at. Nortons
sun, Mrs. Kathryn Jameson, or j Mr and Mrs. Philip Hazelton and Pond. Phone 2755, Camden. DUN
80-82
sons Paul and David, have returned CAN COLBURN.
Irving Sawyer
Mrs.
Rodney Schroyer
and to Washington, after visiting Mrs.
FORD Deluxe, 2-door Sedan,
daughter, Mary Sue, who passed Ardelle Hazelton. Miss Ruth Ha 1941 for sale; radio and heater,
the Summer in this town, left Sat zelton, who was also home for the good tires, 1946 Mercury engine,
$685. TEL. 574 68 Camden St., City.
urday to return to Washington. D holiday week-end, has returned to
80-82
C They were accompanied as far Newton, Mass.
TULIP Bulbs grown in Holland,
as Charlestown, Mass., by Mrs. Su Dr. and Mrs. David Droutman House Plants. Cut Flowers grown
san Stevens, mother of Mrs. and children will return to their in Rockland. Good selection, rea
& hroyer who had passed the Sum home in New York, Sunday. Mrs. sonable prices. DEAN’S GREEN
HOUSE, 325 Old County Rd. Tel
mer here also
Emma Kinney will accompany them 238-J.
80*85
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Simmons for a few months’ stay.
COATS, lady's, size 38 or 40. black
visited Mi and Mi: J. L Hawkins
Tlie Ladies’ Missionary Society with fur collar; black Chesterfield:
In Pittson, Labor Day.
will resume its meetings next Tues- two light blue coats, size 16, and
Mr and Ml
George Pote and i day night at the Church vestry. 38; girl’s Brown Chesterfield, size
lamily returned Tuesday to Lynn. Rev John Sawyer has been invited 14. Priced reasonable, all in good
condition. Call at 12 CLarendon
Mass., after being guests of tier to speak and show pictures whicli St. or TEL. 1401-J.
80-81
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford lie took this Summer while on a
WILLYS Station Wagon (late
Overlock at East Warren. Their cross-country auto trip. Hostesses 1947) for sale, excellent condition.
80 82
sun, Richard Pote, remained for a for this meeting are Mrs. G. L, TEL. CAMDEN 2350.
week.
COMBINATION Electric and Oil
Hibbard and Miss Kate Aagesen.
All teachers of school union 73, Miss Joyce Barnes attended the Stove, used. Phone Union 19-3.
79*81
including Warren teachers, will Youth's Conference in Providence. CURTIS M PAYSON.
MODEL A Ford Motor; also car
meet at 1.30 p m. Saturday after Miss Joanne Faustini of Syracuse,
and truck transmission.
TEL.
noon at the Waldoboro High N. Y, is guest of her parents. Mr. 1388-M.
79-81
School with Supt. Earle M. Spear. and Mrs. John Faustini, for a few
GIRL'S used Bicycle for sale,
Mrs.
Alice Robbins returned days.
with carrier, also extra new tire
Monday to Portland, after pasisng Mrs. Hilma Olsen is visiting her and tube, $18. Call at 303 LIME
ROCK ST.
79 81
the week-end and holiday with son, Carl, at Worcester, Mass
BALED Hay for sale. Delivered
her sister, Mrs. Emma Norwood,
or in the barn. Contact ARTHUR
Warren schools will open for the
ANDERSON or Tel. Thomaston
1949-50 school year‘next Monday
168-5.
78*84
Meenahga
Grange
met
’
’
Monday
Opening day will be one session,
closing at noon, and children will night with 22 present. The Home
TO LET
be I;.in-ported home at that time and Community Welfare Committee
was
appointed
to
furnish
the
pro

Supt. Earle M, Spear of Waldoboro,
APARTMENTS to let, one to four
poirs out that children entering gram for Sept. 19. Plans were made rooms. Splendid location. LUN
s«lu 1 ;or tlie first time are asked for observance of Boston Night, DELL, 29 Beech St. Phone 1328-M
81 83
to have their birth certificates for Sept. 26. The following commit
MODERN furnished apartment to
tees
were
appointed:
Program,
Es

Mis Shirley Castner, teacher of
let, 3 rooms and bath; continuous
grades one and two. He also points ther Gross, Dora Sukeforth, Mer hot water, new electric stove and
ton
Smith
decorations.
Marguerite
refrigerator. Inquire at 23 OAK ST.
out that children must be six
81*83
year of age on or before Dec. 31, Scott, Lillian Sukeforth, Stanley City.
TWO-ROOM kitchenette and bath
1949, m order to enter the first Vannah, Jr.; refreshments, Austin
j and Gladys Winchenbaugh, Alfred to let, furnished, overlooking Rock
grade according to State law.
port harbor; oil heat. TEL. CAM
The new oil heating system at and Amy Bliven; hostesses, Rena DEN 2837.
81*lt
Crowell,
Nettie
Winchenbach,
Jes

the Junior High School building
DOWNSTAIR apartment, three
has been set up, and will be In use sie Miller, Palmina DiNapeli and rooms and bath, to let. Centrally
at that school, even before the new Dora Sukeforth. This will be an located; 21 KNOX ST., Thomaston.
81-83
two room wing is completed. The open meeting, beginning at 8 a. m.,
THREE-ROOM Apartment to. let;
water .system connected with the and anyone interested in Grange
flush, piazza, hot water, shed. In
spring, will be in use there .until work is welcome to attend. Mem quire 12 Knox St., City. Tel. 1382-M.
bers
are
requested
to
bring
farm
town water is put in.
80tf
Tlie Water Company is at pre produce, such as fresh fruit, vege
TWO-ROOM Furnished Apart
sent awaiting the arrival of pipe tables, eggs, or home canned goods ment to let, all modern, heated.
78*82
for the main, before trenching is for a “Farm Market” to be con Call at 100 UNION ST.
ducted during the Lecturer's Hour
BEDROOM with light house
started.
Maybelle keeping privileges to let FLORA
Services Sunday at the Baptist next Monday night.
COLLINS, 15 Grove St. Tel 182-R
Church will be at the usual hours Genthner, Madeline Poland and
74tf
Morton
Smith
will
serve
on
the
A rehearsal of the adult choir,
TWO
very
good
connected
Offices
of the Congregational Church, will refreshment committee that night. to let, singly, or as a suite. One
be held tonight (Thursday) after White Oak Grange of North faces Main street. Central location.
Apply
Warren has made plans to hold a Clean, newly renovated.
the circle supper.
Fall fair with chicken supper, ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP, 435
72-83
beano and dancing the afternoon Main St. Tel. 1107, city
and evening of Sept. 17, at the TWO very nice furnished APARTments to let; electric range and
Grange hall. Chairmen of the bath. Tel. 8060. V. F STUDLEY,
fair are Willis Moody, Sr., and 77 Park St, City.
72tf
Merrill Payson. Committee chairROOMS, Board by day or week*
WEBBERS INN
Tel. 340-3. Thomaa(Contlnued on Page Two)
ton

Grange Corner

Don’t make thp mistake of believing that your
fam;!y is safe from Pin-Worms—that these
nasty pests strike only “careless” homes.

and Rags

Medical experts report that one out of every
three persons examined—adults and children
alike—was a victim of these ugly creatures
that live and grow inside the human body.
And this common condition spreads rapidly
... often through entire families.
Watch for the warning signs of Pin-Worms
in your family—especially the maddening
rectal itch. Then get Jayne'* P-W Vermifuge.
P-W contains a special, medically-approved
ingredient that attacks Pin-Worms in the in
testines and removes them from the body.
Don’t take chances. At the first sign of PinWonns, ask your druggist for P-W, the small,
easy-to-take tablets perfected by the famous
Jayne Co., specialists in worm remedies for
over 100 years.

Morris Gordon
& Son
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 388-W

81-82

Gal real relief: P-W & for Pin Worms I

PEACE OF MIND

with 0 HmuJ

1. WHEN YOU APPLY ... friendly, busi

Repay

ness-like, fast service.
2. GETTING THE CASH ... we say Yes to 4
out of 5. No delay. Come in or phone.
3. REPAYING THE LOAN ... if emergency
■rises, we're most understanding.

Monthly

LOAN

CASH YOU GET
$110 $190 $260

$15.88 $21.60
7.39 12.73 17.29

15 Mos. $9.21
20 Mos

(merest charges; 3% par month on
balancet up to $150; 2'/>% per month

LOANS $25 TO $300 ON
SIGNATURE, FURNITURE, OR CAR

CO

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

Hewett's I.land Present were Mrs.
KEROSENE side-arm hot water
HOUSE Trailer. 27’ long, equipped
Mrs Flora Robbins remains very
Fra.at Montgomery. Mrs. Marga
heater for sale; also temperature
with
electric
refrigerator,
gas
stove,
ret Knowlton. Mt- Geialdine Ev- ill.
hot and cold water, sleeps four, like control for furnace, both cheap.

Scrap Iron, Metal Batteries

Enjoy

FOR SALE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

PINWORMS
¥00/

Mooring Chain

6 T ST.

Tues'daysTtiufsday-Safurggy

8, 1949

on any remainder of tuch balancet up
to $300.(12)

TeTAewof i
FINANCE COMPANY
2nd FL, 356 MAIN ST., PHONE: ,133

Loam mod, H niidmti al all surrounding mens

•

Small loan Slatuta llcama Na. U

LOANS $350 UP TO $1000 MADE BY

NEW ENGLAND FINANCE CORPORATION

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

BOOKKEEPER wanted, with or
without experience.
Experience
would be helpful. Write “BOOK
KEEPER” care Tire Courier-Ga
zette._____________________ 81-lt
ORDERS taken for Freslr Crab
meat, 50c
lb. pkg. WALTER
WILLIS, 8 Brewster St, City 81*83

BUYERS
ATTENTION!!!
Note These Two Values!
A. 25 Acres of Land on Route

1.

KILL IT IN ONE HOUB
YOUR 35c BACK.

If not pleased. The germ gri
DEEPLY. To kill it, you m
REACH it. Get TE-OL at t
drug store. A STRONG fungicl
made with 90% alcohol. It PEI*
TRATES. Reaches More Germs

EVERY USED CAR
WE SELL IS

Cabins.

An ideal spot for

Only $2500.

Large Apartment House in

B.

Rockland.

Good location. Sound

business proposition. Ask us the

price.
Listings wanted on ail types
ot real estate and businesses.

I

So

list your property with mo.

A 90 day guarantee Is attached

to the good Used Can we selL
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fast
turnover. Just the car you wank

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.

DREWETT’S GARAGE

Charles E. King, Rep.

Kaiser-Frazer bales-Service

HOSMER POND ROAD

ROUTE 1,

WARREN, ME.
TEL. J3-1
«8-tf

STOVE length Dry Slabs, deliv
ered, large load, approx. 2 cords,
$15; small load $8. Hardwood sawed
as desired. LELAND TURNER.
Tel. 406-J, after 5 p. m.
64tf

WANTED
I AM still cleaning Chimneys;
expert, work learned during years
of experience; go anywhere includ
ing out of town. Tel 1030-W. AL
ERT GROVER 4 Warren St., City
81 lt
HEWETTS
Room and beard; will also care
for semi-invalid.
MRS. JOHN
GRIFFIN, prop., 150 Main St.,
Thomaston, Me. Tel. Thomastcn
347-3.
81*83
WORK as Manager or Clerk
in retail grocery wanted; 15 years’
experience; references furnished.
TEL 865-W. 19 Court Street, City.
81*83
LOBSTER Boat wanted. 32 to 35
ft. Please state dimensions, power
and price. R. G. AMES, 44 QuincySt., Somerville, Mass
81*83
ROOM and Board for elderly
woman. Write "BOARD," % Cou
rier-Gazette.
80-83
SETTLED Woman to care for
elderly couple full time, room and
board and reasonable salary. TEL.
812-W.
77-82
ANTIQUES. Glass. China, Furniture,
old Paintings, etc., wanted
CARL E
FREEMAN. Glen Cove Tel. Rockland

103
Rtf
TE.AM Work wanted. Horses ana
man will go anywhere. For reason
able rates write M. D., % Tlie Cou
rier-Gazette.
79*81
A GOOD Young Guernsey or
Best Quality
Jersey Cow wanted; just freshened
Most Sizes—Immediate Delivery.
Tel Thomastcn 62. J. B. PAUL
Free Installation
SEN.
79*81
TEL. 939
PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
$4.00. Pipe Organs tuned, $50. JOHN
HUBBS, 69 Park St. Tel. 199-M
ROCKLAND
81*86 579 MAIN ST,
61-tf
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
Union St. Grove St. entrance. Tel.
SIX-ROOM
House,
automatic
94-W. EVA AMES.
80'85 heat, all hardwood floors. Price
$4800. TEL. CAMDEN 4889. Derry
77*82
MISCELLANEOUS Residence, Camden.

Venetian Blinds

United Home Supply

BIRD Houses, Garden Fences and
Flower Trellises for sale. RAYE'S
CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott St., City.
78*Th*90
NOTICE—On and after tills date,
I refuse to pay any bills except
contracted by myself. MAXWELL
PAYNE, Warren.
79-81
I HAVE two very pretty Male
Kittens, four months old. Will give
them away to persons offering them
a good home; 24 DUNTON AVE
NUE, City.
81‘It
PROBLEMS? Send 5 questions, $1,
stamped envelope to REV RUTH MA
THIAS, 827 Broadway. Everett. Mass
Full na?e read in cr
sotf

Rugs wear better If they are
based on newspapers. Bundles 10
cents and up at The Courier-Ga
zette.
62*aw

Vttfitif-Cjal

Fine view of Penobscot Bay

and Islands.

have buyers ready to buy.

GUARANTEED

TEL. 1583 cr call at 165 North Main
St., City.
81 -82
TWO Circulating Heaters, for
coal or wood for sale; may be seen
at Wiley s Corner and Clark Island
Schoolhouses no reasonable offer
refused. Tel. Thomaston 94-4. J. E.
BLAISDELL.
81-82
PIGS for sale. LEONARD PIG
GERY in Rockville. Tel. 1592-M1.
81*82
LCNEIGAN Pot Type Circulating
Heater with 9-inch pot, for sale.
MRS C C. MELVIN. Tel. 312-W.
81*83
NEAT, Attractive, Union Home.
32 acres, good buildings, electricity
available, 1 mile off Route 17; wood,
timber, water, berries, pretty Sum
mer home dandy fc.r poultry, go
ing at $1500. HAROLD ANDER
SON, Union, Me.
81*82
HIGH Pressure 30gallon Copjjer
Tank for sale. TEL. 1091-W.
79-81

PHONE 8537.

CAMDEN
63-tt

ONE Parlor set, divan sofa, and
2 big chairs, 1 parlor table, 1 china
closet, 1 half bed and mattress far
sale; all very good. 75 GRACE ST.,
Rockland, Me.
81*82
GUINEA Pigs for sale. CLIF
FORD PERRY, 154 Talbot Ave.
81*82
FOR a quick sale, a nice 6-room
Home in a pleasant location; to be
sold to any one who will make a
reasonable offer for it, for cash
only. It has electric lights and
city water, located at 10 BELVE
DERE ST., city, next street to Co
lumbia Avenue. Now occupied by
owner, who has to sell because of
employment out of State.
81-90
FURNITURE and Household Ar 
ticles, leaving town, must sell; 79
BROADWAY, City.__________ 81*82
43 ACRES Woodland for sale; lot
19 in the Bog; some hard wood.
PHILIP TOLMAN, 655 Congress St„
Apt. 710, Portland, 3, Me.
81*86
GLENWOOD Kitchen Range for
sale, with hot water coil and tank.
TEL. 1259-J.
81-82
PEDIGREED Scotty Puppies,
without papers half price. Tel.
Warren 59-11. ’ VERNON RANQUIST
81-83
1930 MODEL A Ford, for sale;
RAYMOND PINKHAM, % Charles
Childs, South Hope.
81*82
SEVERAL Tubs of Trawl Gear
for sale. Price reasonable. WIL
LIAM BUCKMINSTER, Owl's Head
Tel 30-W1.
79*81
DRY Hardwood, first grade for sale,
mostly maple. Stove length, $18
per cord. HILLCREST, Tel. Warren
35-34.
78-83
BUICK, 1939, $500. TEL. 915-W or
648-M.
78-80
D. & H. HARD Coat and New
River Lumpy Soft for sale; deliv
ered anywhere in Knox County.
Tel. Thomaston 62 J. B. PAUL
SEN,
'
79*81
LOBSTER Pot Heads knitted to
order.
EDITH HEARD.
Tel.
1047-W2.
79*81
TOMATOES for canning, Pali
Vegetables and Sweet Cider for sale.
STILES FARM, Camden Road,
Rockport.
79*81
TWO Nice Family Cows for sale.
They are priced right, and are
right in every way. A real trade.
DICK MONSON, Johnson Farm,
Chlckawaukie Lake, Tel. 656-J.
_ ____________________ 79*81
SOME real fine^shoats. lrom 50
pounds up for sale Come and see
them. DICK MONSON, Jolmson
Farm, Chickawaukie Lake. Tel.
656-J
79*81
LARGE new Circulating Colman
Heater (oil) $75. May be seen at
LUCKY STRIKE ALLEYS, Cam
den.
79.81
SMALL Motor Boat, mooring and
cradle; also small Row Boat. TEL
NORTH HAVEN 8-13 after 5 p. m.
___________________________78-81
DRY Slabwood, sawed stove
length, fast delivery, approximate
cord load, $7.00; jumbo load, $10.00.
HILLCREST. Tel. 35-41, Warren.
___________________________ 78-83
OPENING—ROADSIDE STAND
Complete line of Fresh Vegetables,
picked daily. CURRY & BOWLEY,
Talbot Avenue and Old County
Road.
77tf
FIVE Saddle Horses, 3 ponies
cheap. At price you want to pay.
B. McELROY. Tel. 114-21, Vinalhaven.
________
75*84

Gas Ranges
THE GLENWOOD
Gas and Oil
THE TAPPAN
Gas

For Free Estimates on
Inlaid and Other Types
of Flooring.
Let Us Solve Your
Problem of Poor Floors.
Guaranteed Installation.
Time Payment Plan Available.
61-tf

MEEHAN & SON, Clark Island.
Rockland 21-W2. A. C. Hocking, ■?(
ant’s Harbor
Tel. 56-13.
’
3

WASHING Machine and Wringer B
Repairing Pick up and deliver.
7
677. Rockland, BITLER OAR & HOi
SUPPLY.
j
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Stone Walks. Flagging, Wall 8to
Paving, Property Markers, Honor Ro
Pier Stone, Outdoor Fireplaces. Rip I
for Breakwaters and Piers, Boat Mo
Inga and Chain. Culvert Stone
•■EVERYTHINQ IN GRANITW
BUILDING STONE
JOHN MEEHAN & SOM
Clark Island, Me
Tel. Rockland 21-W2
A. C. Hocking
Tel. Tenant’s H.rhn, M-l|

____________ _______________________________ 4

CONCRETE Product* for ..1.__ Ui
al vaults, septic tanks, building doc
outside concrete work, air comprea
work.
ROBERT O. BURNS. TsL 14

Gas Water Heaters
THE SERVEL
GAS REFRIGERATOR
It’s Silent
SOLD AND SERVICED BY

A. C. McLoon & Co.
TEL. 51,

CALL 939

ROCKLAND, ME.

85-tf

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS

ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS

RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS

ANY TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND? n—,
TEL. X02-W

I-S

SEARSMONT

WALDOBORO

Mrs. Vida Mehuren and Mrs.
Roscoe Ryan and children spent
ft ft ft ft
several days recently at Mrs. MeMRS. ISABEL LABE
MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
huren's home in Pemaquid.
Correspondent
, Correspondent
Mrs. Nina French and children
« « ft X
of Marshfield. Mass., and Mrs.
Telephone 3-21
Telephone 78
Bartlett of Scituate, Mass., have
been guests of Mrs. French's father,
Af'Miss Alice Craig returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Henderson Ernest Townsend, and Mrs. Town
Cambridge, Mass., Tuesday. She has
and daughter Sally of Quechee, send.
been the guest of Mrs. Delia Hast
Vt., were week-end guests of Miss ; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wentworth
ings.
Florence Thurston.
I and family of Hartford, Conn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock of
Mrs. Loretta Rich is in Wash have been staying at one of the
Cranston, R. I„ Mrs. Janet Stan
ington, D. C., guest of Ensign and Vickery cottages at Lake Quantawood and daughter Barbara of
Mrs. Harold Rich Later she will bacook for two weeks.
Quincy, Mass., and Miss Dorothy
Harry Aldrich of Springfield,
visit Mr. and Mrs. William Rich
Stanwood of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
in Vineland, N. J., and from there Mass., was a recent guest of Mr
were week-end and holiday guests
will go to Tewksbury, Mass., where and Mrs. Ernest Townsend.
of Mrs. Nellie Overlock.
Roland Mehuren and Miss Ruth
she has employment as a nurse at
Mr. and Mrs. William Zucchi Massachusetts State Infirmary.
Mower, both of Auburn, visited his
'will occupy the Perry home on
Mr. and Mrs. Edwards Mathews, mother, Mrs Vida Mehuren, and
Friendship street.
granddaughter, Betty Bryer, Mr. his uncles, Gardner and Drum
Miss Dorothea Waltz returned and Mrs. Merton Payson and son mond Hemenway, recently.
to Newburyport, Mass., Monday to Marshall were in Bingham Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thomas and
resume her teaching duties at the
Mrs. Zena Nelson and Charles family of Camden were recent
High School.
Smith are spending the week in callers at the Hemenway home.
Mrs. Earl Ness and Mrs. Norman
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Titus and Presque Isle.
family were week-end and holiday
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ellingwood Cottrell, of Belfast; Mrs. Loren
guests of Mrs. Maude Levensaler left Monday for Springfield, Mass.. Jackson and her nephew, Scott
and Miss Edith Levensaler.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Laukka have Merrithew, of Morrill; and Cecil
moved into the Maurice Leach Gay and Robert Gay and the lat
ter’s daughter. Flora, of Tewksbury,
house.
OWL’S HEAD
Mass., were callers on Miss Belle
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Philip
Morine
and
A change of time has been made
in the services at the Baptist family who have spent the Sum Lowell last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Johnson and
Church, from 2 30 p, m., to 9. a. m., mer at Lermond's Pond, have
his mother of Keene, N. H., accom
and Sunday School from 1.30 p. m., moved back to their home.
Miss Florence Bessey of Welles panied by three friends, called on
to 10.15 a. m.
ley
spent the holiday and week-end Mrs. Jennie Caswell and family
An invitation has been extended
Sunday.
to all members of the Owl's Head with her mother, Mrs. Ida Bessey.
Mr. and Mrs. James Nixon and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Archie
Nickerson
Grange to the wedding of Miss AlMiss Ruth Nixon were recent din
vira Johnson and Prank Burgess 1 of Sharon, Conn., were recent call
ner guests cf Mr. and Mrs. William
Sunday Sept. 11 at the First Bap ers on Mrs. Ida Bessey. Mr. Nick
erson
was
a
former
teacher
in
town.
tist Church in Rockland
Esancy, returned Monday to their
Mrs. Lela Creighton and son
home at Adams, Mass.
Wallace returned to their home in
Lloyd Martin of Gardiner, Mass.,
Swansea, Mass., Tuesday.
is a guest of Mr, and Mrs. Holman
Harlow Brown and grandson,
Robbins and Mrs. Blanche Robbins.
David Barker, returned from Meth
Albert Morton of Brooklyn joined
uen, Mass., Monday.
Mrs. Morton at Robbins’ Ledge
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kniglit and
Friday and will spend this week
daughter Joan were in Boston for
there.
the week-end visiting relatives.
Mrs. Alice Plummer is visiting
Miss Charlotte Young and Miss
. KlhS FLEAS
her son Patil and his family in
Norma Hawes returned Tuesday to
KEEPS 'EM Off
Augusta.
Augusta for their second year at
Gorden Mills returned Sunday
Gates Business School. Miss Vera
CAT OWNERS: To rid your cat of fleas and
from Washington, D. C„ where he
U«, be lure to use Pulvex ROTENONB
Wentworth, a graduate of Union
has been visiting his mother, Mrs.
Flea Powder Specially formulated for cats.
High School, class of '49, entered
Georic Mills.
Gates for her first year.
Miss Marilyn Maxey of Thomas
ton and Miss Barbara Koster of
ALBERT C. MANK & SON Rockland were week-end guests at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
20 Years Experience
Leonard.
Best of References
Mrs. William Robbins is enter
HOUSE PAINTING
taining the Friendly B’s tonight.
This Old Treatment Often
Mr., and Mrs. Alvin Maddocks
Bv Day or Contract
Brings Happy Relief
of North Searsmont, Miss Christine
y hen disorder of kidney function permits
matter to remain in your blood.
Tel. Warren 32-23
Norwood of Massachusetts, Mr. and poisonous
It may cause napkins backache, rheumatic
Mrs. Warren Meservey and John pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get
Write Waldoboro R. F, D.
up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
78*83 Belyea Were recent callers on Mr. ting
eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty
passages with smarting and burning
and Mrs. W C. Perry.
Sometimes shows there is something wrong
With
your
kidneys or bladder.
Percyville
Sherman,
Roland
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
Sherman, Miss June Coulni and I ills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
by millions for over 50 years. Doan’s give
her brother, William, who have happy
relief and will help the 15 miles of
SUMMER SCHEDULE
kidney tubes flush out unisonous waste from
been guests of Mr and Mrs. Charles your
blood. Get Doaa’a Fills.

UNION

i

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

NORTH HAVEN
PORT DISTRICT

•

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

Starting June 6th
Daily Except Sunday E. I). T.

Erave North Haven
Arrive Rockland

6.30 A. M.
7.45 A. M.

Leave North Haven
Arrive Rockland

12.15 P. M.
1.30 P. M.

r

Johnsen in East Eslfast.
Mrs. Mary Salisbury, Mr... Jen
nie Caswell, and Mrs. Harriet
Knight were recent dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bryant, in
observance of the joint birthdays
of Mrs. Caswell, Mrs. Salisbury,
and Mrs. Bryant.
At its meeting. Sept. 3, Quantabacook Lodge, .AM. conferred the
Master Mason Degree upon Don
ald Allgrove.
Miss Ruth Nixon has returned to
her teaching duties at the Kearny.
N. J, High Schcc.1, after spending
her Summer vacation with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. James Nixon.
Mr and Mrs. James Walker of
Fall River, Mass., spent the holiday
and week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Baidsley, Sr.
Chester Wiley and his nephew.
Edgar Stevenson, both of George
town, Mass, were week-end visitors
at the Wiley home. They also
called on Fred Wiley and Ebcn Cobb
at the Bradbury Memorial Hospital
in Belfast. Mr. Stevenson returned
home Monday, but Mr Wiley is re
maining here for a time.
The WB.C.S. met Aug 30 at the
home of Mrs. Sidney Harriman
with 16 members present Several
business matters were transacted
and a report of the recent food
sale given.
Refreshments were
served by the hostess. The next
meeting will be a roll call luncheon,
to be held at the vestry on Sept 13.
Carl Howard returned Saturday
to the home of his uncle and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Bounin at Skow
hegan, where he will attend High
School the ccming year.
Mrs. Angie Kimball of Rockland
and Miss Priscilla Collins of New
buryport, Mass., were week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Har
riman.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Brown and family cf Munson,
Mass., were recent callers at the
Harriman home.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poland and
children attended Windsor Fair last
week.
Mrs Eldora Gross, with Mr. and
Mis
William Winchenbach of
Dutch Neck were in Jefferson Sun
day.
Recent callers at Melvin Genthncr’s were Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Light and daughter cf Camden,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Collamore
and grandson, and Mrs. Pearl Del
ano of Friendship. Mrs. George
Winchenbach and children of the
Village.
Miss Lorraine Richards returned
to Friendship Friday after visiting
hor grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Genthner.
Mis Lillian Josue and daughter
of Massachusetts are visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Sim
mons.

The Ghent ill. North Searsmont,
and Wide-A-Wake 4-H Clubs will
hold their annual exhibition of work
done fcr the season. Sept 11. at 1
o'clock, at the village schoolhouse.
The public is invit d. The program,
will include a demonstration by the
Ghent Hill Cub, a ball game be
tween fathers and sons of the Vil
lage and North Searsmont groups,
and the award of prizes donated by
a group of local organizations.

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning

PORT DISTRICT
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY, E. D. T.
Starting June 1 to October 1
Yeave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Rockland,

7.00 A. M
8.30 A. M.

Leave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Rockland,

1.00 P. M.
2.30 P. M.

Leave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Rockland,

4.15 P. M.
5.30 P. M.

Leave Rockland,
Arrive Vinalhaven,

7.45 A. M.
9.00 A. M.

Leave Rockland,
Arrive Vinalhaven,

9.30 A. M.
11.00 A. M.

eave Rockland,
rrlve Vinalhaven,

3.30 P. M.
5.00 P. M.

ELECTRICIANS SINCE 1918
RADIO SINCE BROADCASTING BEGAN

&out of fO

CAIN'S

MAYONNAISE

\

-212121irzre.rarar._faiararararart.

.

IF YOU HAVE PLENTY OF MONEY,
DON’T BOTHER TO READ THIS

tro/tJFS

Our Meat Values
Heavy Wcstwrn Steer Beei - 7 meh Cut

Lb 65c

Rib Roast

ADVERTISEMENT

6one m

Lb 59c

Chuck Roast

CLOVERDALE PURE HEALTHFUL

HONEY

Mild Sugar Cured - Whole or Either Half

Cooked Hams

Lb 69c

Fresh Plump Young 1949 Crop - New Arrivals

> -J

DELICIOUS, ECONOMICAL
SPREAD - TRY IT MIXED
WITH PEANUT BUTIER.

29c

Turkeys

C CM B £ H e S :

MILK CHEDDAR VARIETY

Young, Tender. Meaty

DOUBLE FEATURE

Broilers

Mild Cheese

or Fryers

TANGY SHARP

Large Meaty Plump Birds

Aged Cheese

Fresh Fowl

CLOVERDALE - TABLE QUALITY

Margarine
Style

SMOKED* Lean, Meaty - Regular

MIRABEL PURE FRUIT PRESERVE

Raspberry

Shoulders
Fresh Ground lean Beef

EVERY fTEMIS

TOP-TO-TOE

MID
AtODUMTIO/ll

E3

See the big Gibson
Freez'r Locker and
Fresh'ner Locker —
you’ll want them in
your new refrigerator.
See how Gibson Cold
Modulation preserves
color, flavor, vitamins
AND WEIGHT of your
food . . . for daily
economy, for better
living. Easy fo ownl —*
Liberal Terms.
COME IN TODAYI

01838

Single Unit Truetone

Powerful 2-Wove

fl’JTO R^IO

TRUETOHE CODSOLE
Fully Guaranteed' ___
An Outstanding
Value at.........
Superb natural tone with
automatic volume control
Richly finished walnut cabl.
’ net. Easy Terms.

$99.95

Similar Console with
Static-free FM 4ii

129.95

$39.95

easy

TERMS

.

Full rich tone, sharp,
clear tuning. Illuminated
controls. Fits under dash
of any car.
.

Custom-Styled Auto
Radios $47.50 Up.
1000-Hr.
PACK
Reg.
S6.98

$5.65

C omplete
radio powerpack! 1% volt
’‘A’’,; 90 volt
-B". C-,-3

Little Tot's
PLAY WAGON

"Johnny Lujack
FOOTBALL
Reg. 3.98

$1.62

$2.89

Sturdy steel;
safety edges.
Rubber tires.
» 20x10’’ bed.

Official size
and weight, ■,

Home Owned and Operated by
311 MAIN STREET,

LOUIS POULIN

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PEACHES

Sure to Be Tender

LUSCIOUS CALIFORNIA ClINO

Frankfurts

RICHMOND

Lean, landless. Sugar Cured

Sliced Bacon
OCEAN FRESH
WHITE SLICES
FRESH CAUGHT
DRESSED AS DESIRED

HADDOCK

SALMON

65c
, Q 1 Q.
1

LB

59c

Fresher Fruits and Vegetables
NATIVE Gravanstem for Cooking

Apples

4 Lb* 25c

Potatoes

Fresh Eggs

VERY SMALL DOWN PAYMENT, FREE DELIVERY.
NO METER TO FEED

39c

Bag

Margarine
FINAST - OVEN BAKED

ATING BECAUSE YOU FORGOT TO FEED THE METER
NO ADDED COST OR EXPENSE OF A METER.

HAROLD B. KALER

I 28 02

Baked Beans

, C.n.

35c
AQ

NEW PACK CALIFOrNIA

*c.r 45c

BORDEN'S NEW

STARLAC
POUND PACKAGE MAKES
FIVE QUARTS OF
NOURISHINGMILK

NATIVE Fresh Firm Green Heads

Cabbage

Junket

35c

2 Lk* 11c

NATIVE Firm 6im

Bosco

"■« 10c

Rennet Powder

VITAMIN ENRICHED

DELICIOUS

Syrup

Chocolate

J«r

25c

SERVE CREAMED ON POTATO OR TOAST

Cucumbers

Beardsley's

NATIVE Rod lu.b*.

SHREDDED

4o2

CODFISH

Pkg

SIMPLY SHAPE AND F. Y

Squash

Beardsley's

CODFISH

CAKIS

TASTY LUNCHEON MEAT

Pl.col

Celery

L’*

Bunch

I wV Mor Pork

NEW PACK

NO WORRY ABOUT YOUR REFRIGERATOR NOT OPER

£ 19c

i EL RICH - WITH COLOR CAPSULE

MIRABEL FRESH

NO RUNNING OUT FOR CHANGE

45c

FOR DELICIOUS DESSERTS

2 “>• 27c

Grapes

Crup

XX C

DO2

Pure Lard

2 Lb* 23c
5

AW

HIGHLY RE-INED

10Lb,39c

Fancy Plame Tokay

NATIVE

CAN

Orange Juice

I

Oranges

GIBSON ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS, AND ELECTRIC
STOVES, DEEP FREEZERS. INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS AND DEEP FREEZERS. AD
MIRAL ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS AND ELECTRIC
STOVES. MONARCH ELECTRIC COMB. AND GLENWOOD
GAS AND OIL STOVES. KITCHEN KRAFT AND YOUNGS
TOWN KITCHENS COMPLETE.
EASTERN MAINE’S LARGEST AND LOWEST PRICE
APPLIANCE STORE.

29 02

NATIVE BROOKSIDE - GRADE A
PULLET
SIZE

lb

OCEAN FRESH KING

Fancy New Crop U. S. No.

FINAST

•

Lb 59c

= SEA FOOD VALUES =
SWORDFISH

4) F

29 02 CAN

California Swaat Juicy Valencia - Juice Size

YOUR LOCAL FRANCHISED DEALER

WASHINGTON, MAINE.

Fancy Skinless

Pears

NO FOOD SPOILAGE WHILE YOU ARE AWAY FROM HOME.

WESTERN AETO Associate Store

Hamburg

Ca iioinia Bartlwtt

. . the RIGHT Cold
AND Moisture for
EACH KIND of Foodl

SHAWMUT BANK FINANCE

"Johnny Lu
iack.” Light
weight t

At noontime, the most envied kids in school are
those with lunch boxes crammed with delicious
foods from Piisl National Stores. For First
National carries such an amazing variety - - of
Betty Alden Bieads, of cold cuts and luncheon
meats, of fruits and Joan Carol baked goods, of
Mirabel Preserves -- that lunchtime is always an
exciting adventure, never routine or dull!

Heavy Western Corn Fed Steer Beet

Shoulders

Hi

Shoulder Pads
And Helmets

flavor!

for

l-tf

/ESTERN
AUTO
SSOCIATI
STORE J

Choice: $5.25
On Tuesdays and Thursdays extra
ip leaving Rockland at 2.15 P. M.
lturdays, leave Vinalhaven at 5.30
M.
STARTING SUNDAY, JUNE 1»
Will run Sundays. Leaving Rocknd at 8.45 A. M. Arriving Vlnaliven 10.15 A. M.
Leave Vinalhaven 3.30 P. M, Ar
cing Rockland 5.00 P. M.
Leave Rockland 5.15 P. M. Arrivig Vinalhaven 6.45 P. M.____ Aj
lubject to change without notice)
R. L. Brown, Mgr.
42-45pl/46-tf Inside |

Lightly starching cotton dish
towels helps prevent lint from
Chinese fans are believed to be sticking to dishes and glasses when
they are wiped dry.
the oldest known to civilization

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

Leave North Haven at 3.45 P. M.
Arriving Rockland at 5.00 P. M.

VINALHAVEN

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that JOHN
E. GAMAGE. ol Rockland. Maine,
has been duly adjudged a bank
rupt that the first meeting of credi
tors will be held at the Probate
Court Room, County Court House,
Augusta. Maine, on September 28,
1949, at 2 00 P M.. Daylight Sav
ing Time, at which time the said
creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such
other business as may properly
come before said meeting. CHARLES
A POMEROY. Referee in Bank
ruptcy. 193 Middle Street. Portland
3, Maine.
61-It

Nelson Bros. Garage

Will run Sundays leaving Rock
land at 8.30 A. M. Arriving North
Haven at 9.45 A. M.

SUMMER SCHEDULE

ter, Lois, were in Portland one day
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Waltz were
in Augusta Saturday.
Howard Bidwell spent the holi
day week-end with his family in
East Hartford, Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Stanley Waltz and
Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach were in
Lewiston Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Curtis and
daughter of Everett, Mass., Mr.
and Mrs. Mallory Campbell of Au
gusta were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Sheffield and Mrs.
Viola Kuhn.

515 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf

STARTING SUNDAY. JUNE 26. TO
SEPTEMBER 11, INCLUSIVE

(Subject to change without notice)
Pl 44-47/48-tf inside

Mr. and Mr:,. Waldon Osier ac
companied Mr. and Mrs. Hadley
Miller of Rockland to Portland
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Morrill of
Everett, Mass, Mrs. Henry Dailey
of Dorchester, and Miss Louise
Laffey of Brookline, Mass., were
guests several days of Mr. and
Mrs. Viola Kuhn.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bidwell
have been on several days’ cruise
1a
their auxiliary sloop the
’Teager" in Penobscot Bay.
Miss Mary Waltz of Portland
spent the week-end with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs Herbert Waltz.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen
bach, and Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
Smith were Sunday guests of Mr
and Mrs Reuben Chase in Cham
berlain.
Miss Ruth Waltz was in Augusta
Friday.
Mrs. E. A. Wilson and daughter,
Mrs. Norman McLoon, and chil
dren, of Lowell. Mass., were guests
Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Bidwell.
Miss Sandra Cook has returned
to her home in Boston after spend
ing the Summer at the home of
her grandfather, Frank Peterson.
Mrs. Irvine Genthner and daugh

Speedometer Repair Work On
AU Chrysler Make Cars

1

Leave Rockland
3.30 P.M.
Arrive North Haven
4.45 P. M.
Or Arrival 2.35 P. M. Train

p

WEST WALDOBORO

GROSS NECK

COLONIAL MASTER - 15% L.«i W»,l.

Leave Rockland
9.00 A.M. L
Arrive North Haven
10.15 A. M.
Or Arrival New York Train

June 26th to September 11th extra
trip from North Haven every Satur
day P. M. Leaving North Haven
6.00 P. M. Arriving Rockland
.’15 P. M.
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Grape Jelly
Made From
Luscious
Concord
Grape*

Izoz

JAR

23c

12 oz

W,ISOHS

c.n

41c

EDUCATOR SCHOOL
LUNCH

COOKIE BOX
Handy School Lunch Box
Fil’ed With Educator Assorted
Crum Filled Cookies.

l‘/4 Lb
Box

75c

These Prices Effective et First National SeW-Service Suoer Markets mi This Vicinity — Subiecl to Market Changes

TELEPHONE 5-25
79-82

alrzTZJZTarzjzrzrzrzrerarzreJzrzjajzjzizjajarzTZTzrarzrararztgrararzrap

FIRST

NATIONAL

STORES

1

SIR
CAMDEN

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent

a ft ft «

nr telephoned to

M3BS HEI.HN M RICH
Oorrespundent

MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Burton and
family have returned from Monhe
gan. where they spent the Summer.
Malcolm Creighton has returned
to Boston after spending two weeks'
vacation here. He has resumed
his . teaching at the Boston Con
servatory of Music.
Grace Chapter. O.E.S., will hold
a supper at Lincolnville Monday
night, meeting at Masonic Temple.
6 p. m. Wood's bus will transport
them Anyone wishing reservations
should get in touch with Mrs. Doro
thy Libby or Mrs. Catherine Lunt.
Mr and Mrs. Aaron Clark and
family spent the week-end at their
cottage at Lermond’s Pond, South
Hope.
Mrs. Luther Clark, Miss Eliza
Whitney. Mrs. Mary Tuttle, Mrs.
Inez Davis and Miss Alice Davis
of Campbello. Mass., and Mrs.
Flora Barnard of Camden were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James
Brown and Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Pease cf Canaan. Thursday.
Mrs. Mazie Berry cf Eureka.
Calif., and Mrs Catherine Cole
man of Portland were recent
guests of Mrs. George Gilchrest
Master Robert Simpson, son of

You Have Been
Waiting For It And—

HERE IT IS!!!
The

jiffy

storm and

screen

combination window self storing
storm and

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, September 8, 1949

screen sections in

terchanged in a jiffy.

IT’S NEW
IT’S REVOLUTIONARYLOW PRICED
As low as $8.75

aaaa

Mrs. Pauline Simpson, celebrated his
second birthday Saturday by enter
taining little friends and their
mothers at the home of his grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burn
ham. 6 Green street. Those pres
ent were: Patty Wallace, KathyDaley, Judy and Nancy Hahn. Jean
and Danny Bryant. Herbie Everett,
Billy Halm, Jimmie Carney, Jackie
Simpscn of Rockland. Mrs. George
Frisbee, and Mrs. Lawrence .Daley.
Bobby received many gifts
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Tweedie
have returned to Unity after
spending the holiday with Mr .and
Mrs. Percival Pierpont.
Helen Lynch has resumed her
studies at Gorham State Teachers
Collge, Gorham.
Charles Sawyer of New Hamp
shire was guest of his parents ever
the week-end and holiday, leaving
Tuesday for Aroostook.
Arcana Lodge will hold its annual
picnic at Richard Elliot's farm
Cushing, Sunday.
Members of
Mayflower Temple are cordially in
vited. Corn, clams and coffee will
be furnished by the Lodge. If
stormy, it will be held at the K.P.
hall. Those desiring transportation
be at the hall at 11 a. m.
Dr. and Mrs. F. O. Nikula of
Lowell, Mass., were week-end guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Anselm Lampinen
Geogre Cross has returned home
after spending the week-end and
holiday as guest of Mrs. Ruth Cross
and grandson. Joseph, in Soutii
Portland.
Mrs. Luther Clark. Mrs. Abbie
Montgomery, Mrs. Vera Robinson.
Mrs. Clara Sawyer, Mrs. Rena Wot
ton attended the 50th anniversary
of the Woman's Christian Temper
ance Union in Appleton.
Mr. and Mrs Warren Ford have
returned heme after a motor trip
to New Brunswick.
Mr. and Mrs. Gecrge Sherbo have
returned to Des Moines. Iowa, after

BENDIX WASHER

Installed
Phone nr write fnr free estimates

A BENDIX
WASHING MACHINE
DeLuxe Model
Never I’sed (three years oldi

TRINIDAD

MODERATE PRICE

ROOFING CO.

Delivered in Roekland

11 PARK ST.,
TEL. 1494
ROCKLAND, ME.
79-81

spending a month with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gamage.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Coates were
week-end guests of their parents.
They returned to Orono Tuesday
for a few days before going to
Jonesport, where he will be princi
pal of Jonesboro High School.
A benefit recital will be held at
8.15 Sept. 14 at the Baptist Church
consisting
cf
readings
from
poems by Professor Wilbert Snow,
with a program of vocal and in
strumental music, arranged by Mrs.
Grace Strout. The proceeds will
be applied to repairing the Old
Church On the Hill, to enable it to
withstand the Winter gales. The
Old Knox Church forms part of
an historic unit with the Knox Me
morial, the new Montpelier, and is
so in need of repairs that fears fcr
its safety are expressed by wellinformed persons.
The marriage of Miss Jean Cush
ing daughter of Mrs Oliver F
Cushing and the late Dr. Cushing,
to James M. Knight. Jr., son ot
Mr. and Mrs James M. Knight of
Pomona. Calif., took place Friday
night Aug. 12. at a simple cere
mony at the home of the bride
groom's parents. The couple will
make their home in Pomona.

Ccme in to Mel's and see the 1950
Model Apex Washers with the new
lock and new lew prices as low as
$109.95
The new washers have
many new features. Easy payment
plan available for your convenience
and we allow ycu liberal trade-in
allowances. Tel. Thcmaston 257
Mel's Appliance. Main street, Thom
aston.
81-lt
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Mr and Mrs. Wesley Ryder of
Brockton, Mass., were week-end
guests of her mother, Mrs. Effie
Veazie.
Miss Milared Graffam returned
from Poland Springs Sunday where
she has been employed during the
Summer.
Mrs. Benjamin S. Greenlaw and
son Benjamin Jr., of Portland
were guests Friday of Mrs Effie
L. Salisbury.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L, Salisbury
were week-end visitors in Bath.
Edgar Pitts of Groton, Conn.,
was a recent guest of Mr and Mrs
Everett Pitts, Russell Avenue.
Labor Day week-end visitors from
Pascoag, R. I., at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Shalou and George
Shalou, Sr., were Mr. and Mrs. Cor
liss Lange and daughters Janise
and Linda.
Cecil Small and family from
Whitinsville, Mass., were week-end
guests of Miss Helen Small.
Mrs. Ida Demers of Braintree,
Mass., was a recent guest of Mrs
Belle Coates.
Miss Rosalee Bresham. Horsham,
Penn., was a guest of Miss Feme
J. Whitney last week. Both returned
to Horsham, Sunday, where Miss
Whitney teaches the Fourth Grade.
Horatio A. Fuller
Horatio Allan Fuller, 82, died at
his home on Amsbury Hill, Sept.
3. He was born Sept. 29, 1866, in
Rockport, son cf John and Emma
Talbot Fuller. He is survived by
two sisters. Miss Francina Fuller of
Bay State Road. Boston. Mass.; and
Miss Caroline Fuller of Bedford,
Mass.
Funeral services will be held at
the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home.
Thursday afternoon at 2. Rev. B.
F. Wentworth officiating. Inter
ment in Amsbury Hill cemetery.
Rockport.
Malayan terrorists near Kajang
south of Kuala Lumpur, used mor
tars recently for the first time
killing four Guardsmen in an am
bush.

Includes 275 gallon oil
tank,
Electric
Safety
Switch and Filter. Drafto-stat, Fire-omatic Safety
Valves. All necessary pipe
ittings and safety controls.

For Warm Air Furnaces,
also Steam and Hot Water
Boilers.

If vou’re a thrifty lad or lassie these savings will make
vour blood tingle with pleasure. Al, your home needs are down
in price at MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO. and they’re good high
quality merchandise too—the kind that will give you long use
and you’ll always be proud to own. Come in and get your
share today.

RENUZIT
no it

SCHOOL LUNCH KIT

better: save time:

A Diller—A Dollar—
A Ten O'clock Scholar . . .
SAVE MONEY!
Cleans
Dresses,
Blouses.
Get ready for back to school
Skirts, I’pholstery—Everythim with an icy-hot school lunch
Faster, better and more eco kit. Special fastener holds half
nomically.
pint vacuum bottle in place.
Rust proof metal, rounded cor
ners—other fine features—You
GALLON
need one of these beauties.

$1.95

POCKET WATCH

Pocket Ben, famous for good
time keeping, handsomer than
ever. Thin case, highly pol
ished, plated finish. New sil
vered dial.
A fine back-toschool gift—or all-round utility
watch.

COMPLETELY
INSTALLED FOR

$249.50
CALL 205

FREE ENGINEERING SERVICE

$2.19

CURTAIN STRETCHER

$2.95
A reasonably priced curtain
stretcher of good quality. Fully
guaranteed. Has new "SaftiPoint” pins that will not cut
your hands or tear curtains.

MINUTE MOP
and DRAINER

Dr. William H. Hahn, Friend
An exhibition of textile repro ship, has presented to the Camden
ductions was opened Wednesday at Historical Society an interesting
the Farnsworth Art Museum, Di group of documents pertaining to
rector James M. Brown announced Camden's past.
today.
Most numerous in this recent ac
Filling the museum s North Gal cession to the Society’s collections
lery this exhibition from the Scal- are anoient deeds, all antedating
amandre Museum of Textiles in the Civil War and some executed
New York City is comprised of wo as early as 1818. Many of these
ven silk and cotton fabrics used in relate to the transactions of the
many of America’s famous resi Jacobs brothers, Frederick and
dences including the Governor's Samuel, but there also appear the
Palace, the Raleigh Tavern and signatures of other prominent citi
Wythe House in Williamsburg, Va., zens of coastal Maine in that era,
the Gore Place in Waltham, Mass , such as Erastus Foots, Philip Ul
Kenmore,” Fredricksburg, Va.; mer, John Bird, Ephriam Wood,
Home of John Marshall, Richmond, Benjamin Cushing, and William
Va. Washington's Headquarters, Carleton.
Morristown, N. J., and many
The Jacobs brothers were iden
others The textiles include designs
tified on some of these convey
from the 17th, 18th and 19th cen
ances as "traders” but their fam
turies.
ily farm extended from the west
Franco Scalamandre, New York
shore of Camden Harbor to the
weaver, is responsible for the pre
site of the limerock quarries, the
servation of these old designs. Long
product of which sold as “Jacobs
interested in the national shrines
Lime" and was regarded for many
of America he has spent many
years as about the finest in the
years of exhaustive research into
market.
Their homestead still
the origins of their textile decora
stands on the corner of Chestnut
tion, (hangings, wall coverings and
and Limerock streets.
draperies) and these played a ma
Dr. Hahn’s gifts included a cen
jor part in the restoration of Amer
tury-old insurance policy issued by
ica's historic monuments. In many
the Thomaston Mutual Fire In
cases fragments of antique textiles
surance Company and similar
have been supplied the weaver by
records of dealings with the Penob
architects, interior decorators and
scot Mutual Fire Insurance Com
museum curators and from these
pany of Bangor. There is also a
entire rooms have been restored.
bill receipted by Camden's dis
The visitor to the gallery has the
tinguished physician of that period,
pleasure of seeing old fabrics as
Dr. J. H. Estabrook, where he
they appeared when new and un
makes such charges as “To ex
touched by time, faithfully repro
tracting tooth, $25'' and "To visit
duced in color, technique and de
and med., $.50.”
sign.
The town's ecclesiastical past is
The exhibition will be on view
recalled by a conveyance from the
through Oct. 2.
First Universalist Society in Cam
Also continuing on exhibition at
den, “being the Second Parish,"
the museum are prints by members
and the deed of George Pendleton
of the National Association of Wo
in 1834 for a pew ‘in the New
men Artists, drawings by children
Meeting-House by me erected in
done at the Rockland Summer
Camden.” The latter deed, which
Playground, birds of Maine, carved
has reference to the present-day
in wood by Charles Chase of Wis
Congregational edifice, stipulates
casset, and the Summer exhibitioi.
“The Minister of said Church and
of the Knox County Camera Club Society shall have the exclusive
Sept 15 Director James Browi
right to occupy the pulpit thereof;
will speak to the Thomaston Gar
and said House shall ever be
den club on ‘Colonial Williams deemed the Orthodox house of
burg. The talk will be illustrated worship.” This particular pew was

PLUMBING, HEATING AND
ELECTRIC WATER PUMPS
It is with a great deal of pleasure that we an
nounce a new service of giving free estimates on
your plumbing, heating or electric water pump re
quirements. Take advantage of this free engineer
ing service, and call—
ROCKLAND, 205 or 206
Take .Advantage Of Our Budget Plan. Take Three Years to Pay.

H. H. CRIE COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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GARBAGE PAIL

Capt. E. L. Morris of 375 Old_
County road celebrated his 96tlv
birthday Friday as honor guest at
a surprise party given by the fam
ily.
Gracing the prettily decorated
dining table were three lighted
birthday cakes, two being made by
his neighbors, Mrs. Maud Conway
and Mrs. Madeline Spaulding and
the third by his daughter-in-law,
Mrs .Caleb Morris. Capt. Morris
was the recipient of many fine and .
useful gifts.
■
Capt. Morris was master of sail
ing vessels for many years, both
deep water and coastwise, retiring
from the sea in 1900. To prove his
love for the tang of the sea Capt,
Morris crossed the Bay of Fundy
this' Summer for a two weeks vi
sit in the vicinity of Harbourville,
Nova Scotia, his birthplace. While
there he spent a day on a deep sea
fishing trip. He has also made two .
trips to the summit of Cadilla^
Mountain this Summer.
Capt. Morris comes of a rugged
family, his mother having died at
the age of 102 years He has a sis
ter, 94 years old, living in Nova
Scotia. Of his 46 descendents, 44
are living.
Guests of the evening were Mrs.
Fred Disch of Whethersfield, Conn.,
Capt. and Mrs. C. L Morris and
sons Wayne and Gary of Aransas .
Pass, Texas; Mrs. Luella Curry,
Capt. and Mrs. L. A Crockett; Mr.
and Mrs. John Curry and daughter
Sonia; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cha
ples and daughter Alice; Mr. and
Mrs Lockhart Curry and children
Lorraine, Katherine, Linwood and
Dennis; and Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln
MacRae Jr., all of Rockland.

A mild Winter in 1890 caused a
world-wide shortage of natural ice.

PARK1
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

ourchased by Benjamin Cushing
for the sum of eighty-one dollars.

Half of a Five Dollar Bill
will pay
Six Months’ Subscription
to

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
TUESDAY-THURSDAY
SATURDAY

the State Sea and Shore Fisheries
Department.
Topice under discussion run the
gamut of retailing—store modern
ization. meat and frozen food disolay and sales, store personality
and services, fish retailing and a
summary of new laws relating to
food retailing.

Maine grovers will learn the lat
est in store modernization tech
niques and improvement of custo
mer relations at the convention oi
the Maine State Grocers Associa
tion at Poland Spring, Sept. 25.
In habitants of one Chinese com
A feature of the day-long session
will be a panel discussion on these munity frequently use fans differ
subjects, President Charles F ing from those in another area.
Trumbull, Fryeburg, announced
Tuesday.
Harold Mosher of Portland has
been named panel moderator.
LAST TIMES TODAY
Others taking part in the panel
GEORGE RAFT
discussion are: W. H Woodbury,
“
Outpost
In Morocco”
Alton Higgins, Robert King and
Harold Merrill, all of Portland:
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
George M. Chick, division of
John Wayne—Technicolor
markets, State Department of Ag
“
THREE
GODFATHERS'
riculture, and a representative of
and

CAMDEN THEATRE

WILLIAM
ELLIOTT
A
REPUBLIC
PRODUCTION

NEWS—CARTOON—SERIAL
LAST TIMES TODAY

Evenings, 6.10 and 7.37
2 PARAMOUNT CHAMPIONS

FKO MuMUIMf • snra SMI ■ KWIFOttOA m
oi thi b ■nrcvvS*.LONESOME riWE"
■ -thi trail

POTCTOM tnertB riifH nnrw >wr~
l ..th PKSTON
FOSIH • flUI Mffl • MOT KM
frfiUCHT
B, tfitULAI BIMAHft’

STRAND

== TELEPHONE

892

TODAY-FRI.-SAT.
leave*

The Bowery Boys in

"TROUBLE MAKERS"

SMALL’S
UPPER PARK STREET.

Bacon
Ends

Lamb
Fores

Pocket
Honeycomb

Tripe

Chuck
Roast

49c

35c

33c

39c

2 Lbs for

Boneless
Chuck

Large Native
Fresh

Veal Legs

Pot Roast

Fowl

Rump Half

59c

39c

39c

or

main
LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
Now Presenting

“CRADLE

RUMP STEAK
................................................... lb.
SIRLOIN STEAK ................................................. lb.
BONELESS SIRLOIN ......................................... lb.
SAUSAGE ................................................ 1 lb. roUs
BONELESS VEAL. Roast or Stew................. lb.

Veal
Fores

something

very, very I

ROCKLAND. ME.

SNATCHERS"

SOUNG'HOLM

A Comedy Carnival!

14

BEGINS MONDAY:
FINAL WEEK!

“THE FIRST YEAR”
Mon.-Sat. at 8; Mat. Sat., 2.39

TO THE STABLE"
HUGH MAHOWt RSA
SA lANCHOTn
IANCMO
THOMAS OOMQ
IK I •■
O.r'.* *. MfNSt COSKI
»,SAMUft O fNOei

2a.

29c
81*lt

$4.75

—ON—

’Twas His 96th

Interesting Display Of Tex Make Valuable Addition To Capt. E. L. Morris Comes
Camden Historical So
tile Reproductions Being
Honestly By His Old
ciety’s Records
Shown Until Oct. 2
Age

Will Be One Of Topics When
Maine Grocers Hold Their
Convention

you/?
scotch BLOOD

:■

Dr. Hahn’s Gifts

(forrimg

Cuba currently can find no buy
ers for large quantities of its sugar

78*82

ro

Farnsworth Museum

Customer Relations

STONINGTON, MAINE

Year of Service FREE!

328 MAIN STREET.

McIntire-Nary

Miss Lee Nary and Emery McIn
tyre were married in Rockland by
the Rev. George Goudreau on Sept.
2. They were attended by Dr E. J.
McDevitt and Miss Sheila Nary,
sister of the bride, of Bethel. The
bride wore a green suit with brown
accessories and her bridesmaid
wore a wine colored suit with black
accessories.
Mrs McIntyre is the daughter
of Mr and Mrs Franklin Nary of
Bethel. She was graduated from
Gould Academy, the Central Maine
General School of Technology and
is employed as Laboratory Tech
nician at the Camden Community
Hospital. Mr McIntyre is a grad
uate of Bingham High School and
was four years in U.S. service dur
ing the war. He now has a position
as Inland Fish and Game Warden
and is located in Camden.
Out of town guests were Miss
Maxine Porter and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Nary of Bingham; Miss
Teresa Morrison of Augusta; Mrs
Virginia Jones and Mrs. Madeline
Walenta of South China.
Following a wedding trip to
Moosehead, Mr. and Mrs. McIn
tyre will live in the apartment in
the home of Mrs. c. Windvand,
Mechanic street.

ROCKPORT

RICHARDSON

Completely Installed with one

EL

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Buck and
son Philip, and Mr. and Mrs Er
nest Been were guests on Sunday
of Mrs Benn's sister, Mrs. Violet
Casselman.
The Camden Shipbuilding Com
pany is preparing to lay the keel
for a 70-foot cruiser to be built for
Alfred Epstein of Detroit. The
yacht was designed by Geerd Hendel, naval architect, Camden and
as the largest boat that has been
built by the Camden firm. It will
be launched in April, and will be
used on the Great Lakes and in
Florida and the Mohamas.
The Camden Yacht Club held Its
annual dinner and awarding of ra
cing trophies at Club House last
Friday night. Commodore P. Exton
Guckes awarded prizes to the fol
lowing for the highest scores for the
seasons HAJ boat races; Richard
Krementz, 112 pts.; John Chatfield,
101 pts.; Edith Daniels, 100 pts.;
Other
scorers were:
Deborah
Plimpton. 88, Mrs Joseph Sailer,

Write

G A

POWER OIL BURNER

rTY

T*t 2114

73, Philip Walbrook, 70, Peggy
Guskes, 63. Charles Dodge, 42, Bill
McCormick, 51, Appleton Seavens,
44, Angeline Ferris, 14, Chase
Lashway, II and Mrs. John Ames, 8
Mrs. W. K. Hows and family
who have been spending the Sum
mer at their Lake Megunticook
cottage, have returned to West
Hartford, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Hubbard
have returned to New York City
after a visit at their home on
Sherman's Point
Mr. and Mrs. Peter McGrath of
Hartford, Conn., were recent guests
of Mr. McGrath's mother, Mrs.
Christian Windvand.
Mr. and Mrs Gasper T. Chiara
and Miss Ellen Dalgluish of Brook
lyn. N. Y., have been spending a
week at Cedar Crest Cabins.

S OF AMERICANS CHOOSE 0U
ECAUSE WE KNOW HOW TO G

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

We Carry

“It’s A Great Feeling”

Genuine

Dennis Morgan, Doris Day

HAVE AN EXTRA KEY

The Original Minute Mop!
SPONGE MODEL MOP
and DRAINER
Keeps your hands out of
water, saves tiresome wringing,
kneeling, splashing. A bless
ing to busy housewives! Merely
This Wheeling Hand-Dipped rest
the
minute mop on
Dura-Zinc Alloy Garbage Pail drainer, lean on handle and it
drains itself! Sanitary. Fits
has all the outstanding fea
any pail and is adjustable.
tures you require.
Built to Cleans everything.
last.

for
Washing Machines, Pumps, etc.

$1.95

$2.19

win*

Complete

MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO
PAIN T • STOVES • HOUSEWARES

'A18

Vzze»z/'V"zz^/zZ".zA

441 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND

tmasni

brawn iooifeer

'Go#

"Alert" oxford
with hoovy crepe
sole. Sizes 4 to 9.'
•'
-

STUDLEY
HARDWARE CO.
MAIN ST..

DfLiven

346 MAIN STREET

TEL. 20

THOMASTON. ME.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
453 MAIN ST.,

'

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 14

5
The Production Corps of the
Knox County American Red Crsos,
I held a surprise party Sept. 6, to
' celebrate the birthdays of Mrs.
Myrtle Hammond and Mrs. Nellie
i Reed. A delicious lunch was served
: which included two birthday cakes.
Mrs. Melvin Randall, Richard The following guests were present:
Randall. Christine Roberts and Mr. Mrs- Harry Magitz, Miss Ruth Flye.
and Mrs. Willard Sewall motored}Mrs- Susie Lamb, Mrs. Edith At
to Boston Sunday for the purpose wood. Mrs. Hattie Davies, Miss Hat
of taking the 10 a. m. to 10 p. m. tie Lamb, Miss Alice Erskine. Mrs.
cruise down Cape Cod on the new , Constance MacPhail, Mrs. Lina
ship Boston Bell, stopping both Carroll. Mrs. Minerva Small. Mrs.
wavs at historic Plymouth. Melvin Nellie Reed, Commander and Mrs.
Randall is engineer on the big Myrtle Hammond, Mrs. Celia Grafsteamer. The group returned home ! tonMonday night.
Mrs. Lots Howard, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Pictroski are caring for her mother, Mrs. Mac
leaving Satin-day for a vacation. Dalzell, who has been seriously ill,
Their trip will include stops at has returned to her home in Saco.
Boston, New York and New Lon
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Prescott
don, Conn.
and Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Hood of
Mr. and Mrs John Bajor and son, Akron, Ohio, returned home today
Jackie, arrived Saturday by plane j after spending two weeks' vacation
from Chicago, to spend two weeks' i at the home of Mrs Ada Prescott,
vacation with her parents, Mr. and ' Willow street. They were accom
Mirs. Maynard Jackson, ■ Crescent ! panied to Rockland by Mr. and
street.
Mrs. George Prescott of Canton.
Ohio, who are remaining to make
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hastings
their home with Mrs. Prescott.
and son David have returned to
their home In Suffern, N. Y., after
Mrs. Myron Young entertained
visiting his mother, Mrs. Albert Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. V. H
Hastings, for a week.
Barnes and daughter Anna of MaiHarold Lock.-JrTwill leave Sept. den' Mass- Mr- and Mrs' V- K
19 to enter, Ohio Wesleyan Uni Barnes of Altho, Mass., and Mrs
versity, Delaware, Ohio, where he C. A Barnes and daughters Patri
cia and Kathleen of Spruce Head,
will major in Journalism.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Woodbury of
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Morrison of Portland, Miss Gail Cameron of
Dever, N. H.. were dinner guests Orono and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard V. Barnes and daughter Jean HelJackson Crescent street.
[ en of Rockland.
i

Social Matters
For social items in The CourierC^zctte, phone 1044. City.
59tf
Miss Elvira Johnson, who will be
married next Sunday to Frank
Burgess of Union, was honored
Friday night with a surprise pre
nuptial shower at her home on
Talbot avenue, with Juliette Bridges
and Nino Johnson as hostesses.
She was the recipient of many nice
gifts and after opening them a so
cial evening was enjoyed, includ
ing a buffet lunch. Guests present
SWre Beverly
Brewer, Juliette
Bridges, Eva
Burgess, Carolyn
Chisholm, Elaine
Christoffersen,
Dorothy Curtis, Joann Edwards,
Beverly Fickett, Alice Fuller, Bar
bara Goldsmith, Jane Harvey,
Nina Johnson, Lucille Koster, Ruth
Roberts,
Marion Stone, Grace
Thompson,
Marion Tracy
and
Joyce Wotton.

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Pitts, Mr.
Mrs. Robert Taylor were holi
day guests in Boston and Revere
Beach, taking in the ball game.
Thomas Anastasio who has just
completed his new cottage "Queen
Mary" at Megunticook River, en
tertained Judge
Anthony Centracchio, Mr. and Mrs. John Canesi, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Conesi, Mr.
and Mrs. Basil Sansone, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Zagarella, all of Boat|n. the past week Mr. 'Anastasio
had as supper guests at his cottage
"Queen Mary” at Megunticook Ri
ver, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Brewer,
Nicholas Anastasio, Thomas Anas
tasio, Mr. and Mrs. Bud Fisher, Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony Anastasio and
Family, all of Rockland.

Dr. and Mrs. Dana S. Newman
spent the holiday week-end at Sev
erance Ledge Kezar Lake.
^Mi
ll's. Walter W. Spaulding and
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Thurston
and sen Richard. Jr., returned to
their hemes in Mattapan, Mass.,
Tuesday. Mrs. Spaulding has been
spending the Summer with her sis
ter, Mrs. Harold Look and the
Thurstons were the guests of the
Looks for two weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. William Haskell had
holiday week-end guests, Miss
iTna Hayes and Dexter Goody cif
Portland. On their return they
were accompanied by Sharon Diane
Haskell, who will visit her grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward M.
Hayes for a week.
m

★★★★★★

Gregory’s Do Have
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sahlin of
Mrs Rose Witham of Damaris
Southbury, Conn., are guests for cotta Mills was in the city Wed
the week of Mrs. Albrt Hastings, nesday.
Talbot avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. V. H. Barnes and
Mrs. Melvin Randall entertained
daughter Anna have returned to
the Jolly Eight Club last night at
Malden, Mass., after spending La
her home on North Main street. A
bor Day week-end with his brother
social evening, followed by refresh
Raymond Barnes and other rela
ments, was enjoyed.
tives.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W Oxton and
Mr. and Mrs. George Sawyer of
sens Lee and Glenn, who have been
Jamaica Plain, Mass., were weekguests of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
eng guests of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Gregory, Center street the past i
Simmons.
week, returned Tuesday to their
home in Milton. Mass. They were
Mrs. Charles W. Worcester oi
accompanied by Waltcn Oxton. who Ingraham Hill, entered Knox Hos
will visit them for several weks.
pital last night for a surgical op
eration.
Miss Dorothy Jackson of Clark
Island went Saturday to Beverly,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Godfrey en
Mass., where she will resume her tertained Saturday night. Mr. an<
teaching duties.
Mis. Lawrence Philbrcok, Mrs
Ruth Salo. Sandy Russell. Mr. and
Mrs. Harry J. Smith has returned
Mrs. Adelbert Newbert of San Diego,
to her home in Bath after being a
Calif., formerly of this city.
guest of Miss Sarah Sanscm, John
street. Jchn Sansom of Waldoboro
Cecil S. Copping, Jr. of Los An
has also been a guest cf Miss San geles, who is stationed at the Nava
scm and Mr. and Mrs. E. B. San Station at Newport, R. I., was the
som.
holida.v-week-end guest of his aunt
Mrs. Emma Harvey. On his return
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Hayes and
he was accompanied as far as Mildaughter, Rita Marion, of Portland
ton, Mass., by his cousin. Miss Ma
were holiday week-end guests of
rion Harvey, where she resumed
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Horten, North
her teaching position.
Main street.
Mrs. William Richan, who has
Mrs. Ardrey Orff has returned
been visiting Mrs. J. A. Richan
heme from the Eastern Maine
for the Summer, has returned to
General Hospital in Banger, where
her home in Malden. Mass.
she was a surgical patient for two
weeks.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles M. Bonzey,
Jr., and son. Chares III, and
Mrs. Walter Butler of Talbot ave
Charles M. Bonzey, Sr. of Shernue has as guests her son, Walter.
wcod-at-Natick, Mass., returned
Jr., and Miss Nancy Haskins of
home Sunday after spending the
Hanover, Mass.
month of August with Mrs. BonFrederick Dyer of Limestone was tey's patents. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Lcok.
a visitor in this city Monday.

The Business Girls’ Club of the !
Congregational Church met last
night in the vestry with werk on
the club’s project for the Congre
gational Fair, following tlie busi
ness meeting. Refreshments were
served by Miss Priscilla Powers and
Miss Anna Bullard. The next
meeting will be held Sept. 21 in
the vestry when new officers will be
chosen.

Grateful Indeed

Health Portal

Were Those Who Enjoyed Secretary Hammond Would
Like To Know Red Cross
Gray Ladies’ Hospitality
Wishes
At Owl’s Head

Miss Anne Blackington has re
sumed her duties in the Rockland
Savings Bank after a long absence
due to a fracture.
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon “Chummy"
Gray entertained a family party
Wednesday night in honor of Mr
.and Mrs. Arthur Pierson of Nyack.
N. Y., who are guests of Mrs. Gert.
rude Pierscn of Camden. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Pierson, Gertrude Pierson. Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Pierson and children
Patricia and Harland, all of Cam
den, Mr. and Mrs. Perley Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. George Harlow of
Cushing, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cross
and son Richard of Thomaston,
George. Robert and Donald Keating
of Rockland.

Mr and Mrs. Merle E. Jillson
brought flowers to the hospital
again this week. They certainly
were appreciated.
-KCGH

Miss Carolyn Chisholm finished
her work, relieving during the
evening hours, at the Hospital,
Thursday. She plans to enter Maine
University this Fall.
KCGH

Mrs Dorothy Falta is attending
the course for Hospital Adminis
trators given at Colby College this
The annual house party of the week
—KCGH—
Maine Baptist Women’s Missionary
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff of
Society was held at Ocean Park.
Warren donated a generous supply
Aug. 30-Sept. 2, with 175 enrolled
of garden lettuce to the Hospital
Those attending from the Little
this week.
field Baptist Church were. E. Mae
- -KCGH—
Gray, Miss Mabel Seavey, Mrs. Hat
The 22d Annual Maine State
tie Lord, Miss Clara Gray, Mrs. Safety Conference will be held at
Katherine Gregory,
Mrs. Bella Poland Spring, Sept. 14 and 15.
Wixson, Mrs. Sadie Gray, Mrs. Lil The topics to be dusicussed are:
lian Lord, Mrs. Annie Dorman and "The Advantages
of Sprinkler
Mrs Viviarf Lord.
Risks'1
Fire Extinguishers and
their Use”: The Necessity of Or
Another happy occasion was en
joyed at the Pales, Drinkwater and ganized Fire Alarm Systems in In.
Seavey camps in Cushing Sunday stitutions’." "Effington Hospital
when the twelfth annual picnic Tragedy:'' ‘The Necessity of Prop
was held. The usual menu consisted er Electrical Groundings in Oper
of clams, corn and potatoes baked ating Rooms of Hospitals." "Meth
in seaweed, along with lobster, ods of Combating Incipient Fires
plenty of pies etc. It was an ideal in Hospitals." followed by '.Dem
day with the tables set up out of onstrations, Use of Fire Fighting
doors. Those present were: Mr and Equipment."

Mrs J. E. Drinkwater Sr., of Brew,
children, Ann. David and Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Drinkwater
and children. Richard, Betty and
Jane and Charles Reed of Brewer
Mr. and Mrs. W Paul Seavey and
son Billy of Owls Head, Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Drinkwater, Sr., of B:ew
er and Cushing, Mrs. Jennie Seavey
of Glen Cove. Mr. and Mrs Cleve
land Morey and sons. Chaties and
David. Miss Alice M. Hall. Miss
Mabel Seavey, William Seavey.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Faies and
Mr. and Mrs. Heman Seavey all of
Rockland.
COURIER GOES WITH YOU
When you. as a subscriber of The
Courier-Gazette go South or West
>r any place on vacation for a week
or six months, phone or write The
Courier-Gazette, and your Courier
will be sent you. each issue, at no
expense to you.
tf

—KCGH—

Admissions: Mrs Bernice Wil
liams, city; Master Raymond Epps,
city; Robert True Jr., East Win
throp;
Mrs. Margaret
Atiiins.
city. Discharges: Master John Con
ant, Ore Ludw.g, Mrs. Martha
Boardman. Mrs. Henrietta Oberteuffer.
LINCOLNVILLE LAWYER

David A. Nichols. Lincolnville,
passed the recent Massachusetts bar
examination, according to the an
nouncement this week by the Board
of Bar Examiners. Of the 550 can
didates. who wrote the examina
tion on July 1, only 223 were suc
cessful. and this number included
but two frcm Maine. Nichols was
sworn in Tuesday as a member of
the Maine Bar at a special session
of the Supreme Judicial Court for
the admission of attorneys.

Read The Courier-Gazette

like—we mean, the pair
slacks that you want

FUR COAT

Each pair is ready for

tough

going

men

wear

for

shoe

American Red Cross, sent Mrs.
Nellie Reed the following letter,
signed Miss Leila E. Wise, assist- I
ant field director; and Miss Avis J
M. Beauhen, field director:
It is difficult indeed, to find
words adequate to express our ap
preciation of jour hospitality when
you opened your home to our boys
from Togus.
"Everyone whom I've seen, has
talked about what a good time he
had at Owls Head, has asked if
we had any more lobster salad or
has wondered if we were going to
have apple pie for lunch. They
.oved it—and Tardeff’s lobsters
made a hit too. Owl's Head post
al cards are being mailed, warm
with praise of the day as guests of
you and our other Owl's Head,
Rockland and Rockport Gray La
dies and friends.
"Let me add that the mechanics
of feeding and entertaining such
a group ol men, were managed with
efficiency and an apparent com
plete lack of effort. It was a day
that will be long remembered by
all of us who were privileged to
participate, believe me. And Miss
Beaulieu was very happy to be re
membered and delighted with the
cake Thanks to each of you from
each of us "

in the Fall.

School Slacks for
V
Young Men
$6.95 to $16.50

9 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND

Million$ of Americans Choose Our Shoot Because We Know How to Give

THE MOST FOR
THE LEAST
GIRLS’

PLEATED

TONGUE

KNOCKMOUTi
Gi.is' brown ell
Knoefcabotrt
with pleated
tongue
Goodyear
welt. Medium
to norrow widths.
Sixes 4 to 9.

CndicvHJohnson

346 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

SENTEReCRANES
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Proud, youthful styling ... superb

selections of furs for the

smart women, who insist on value, choose
Red (Gold) Cross shoes, season after

season. Make them your choice.

$g95 to $]Q95

RED CROSS SHOES
til.

HANOI*

Stocked in sizes 314 to 10.

>10.*$

4 to 9'2.

splendid assortment of beau

They’re moder

tiful coats.

A Special tfalue in

ately priced, to make them

School Shirts
$2.19, 3 for $6.00

worthy of your considera

RED GOOSE SHOES
FOR CHILDREN
$3.50 to $5.50
A to EX

tion.

JUMPING JACKS

Woven Stripes and Whites

NEW FALL CLOTH
COATS NOW HERE

R to E.

$4.25
BOSTONIAN JRS.. FOR BOYS
$5.95 and $6.95

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

AUTHORIZED DEALER

FURS AND CLOTH COATS

SKYWAY LUGGAGE

ODD FELLOWS BLOCK

16 SCHOOL ST.,

TEL. 541,

ROCKLAND, ME.

AAAA to EEE.

NATURAL BRIDGE SHOES

coming season ... a truly

shades and sizes,

□□□□□□

CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP

craftsmanship ... quality far beyond its
price ... fit unmatched at any price. No wonder

We have one of our finest

Gabardines and Coverts in all

ROCKLAND
mq•nf

$2.88, $3.98, $4.98

^Red Cross Shoes

WISE BUYERS
COMPARE VALUES

these for many occasions

\F/

tirement from which have given
him an opportunity to revisit old
friends and the scenes of his boy
hood.

New Lot of
Children’s Dresses
sizes 3 to 12 years

ALUE...

like

(f)V^

»»

America’s
unchallenged

it will wear for years . . .
and that is what you want!

young

slacks

•JB

After Fifty Years

Cinncinati pitcher Eddie Erautt
was the Pacific Coast League's
Tuna in a school usually are of strikeout king in 1945 when he
uniform size.
was 21 years old.

FROM GREEN’S....

for school.

CHILDREN’S
DRESSES

fh. CHATSAU
$10.*$

If You Choose a Quality

Pick out the pair you

Records show that George Wash
ington bought $200 worth of lea
cream in 1790.

Executive secretary Isaac L.
A group of war veterans from
the Togus Facilities recently spent Hammond cf the Kndx County
a delightful day at Owl's Head Chapter cf Red Cross is asking
where they were guests of the Gray those interested in a dinner prior
Ladies at the home of Mrs. Nellie to the annual meeting Sept. 15 to
call him at the headquarters office
Reed.
Catering to the wants of the in Rockland.
In the event sufficient persons
inner man were the Rodney Feyler,
Harold Look. Sim s Lobster Pound. are interested Robert C Gregory
A. C. McLoon & Co., and Rackliff will arrange for the dinner in the
& Witham. who furnished an abun Methodist Church vestry.
dance of lobsters; Elwards & The annual meeting will include
Company, who furnished ice cream, speakers from higher levels cf the
the Havener and Pendleton bottle- organization, motion pictures on
ing concerns who provided tonic; Maine fires and the annual election.
Hammond would like to know who
and the Home Methods and Plea
plans to attend the dinner before
sant street Bakery who contributed
Tuesday, Sept. 13.
rolls. .
Thanks are also due Carl Stilphen for chairs, the Owl's Head Li
brary for tables, Mr Robarts of
(Continued from Page One)
Owl's Head for transportation of and evoked expressions of wonder
chairs; Mrs. Faunce for inviting and admiration
the veterans to use the grounds of
A half century s absence from
Owl's Head Inn Gray Ladies for his home town has caused no
entertaining the veterans, also for abatement of Mr. Pierce's love for
making the pies and cakes and Rockland, as may be guessed by
furnishing food,
butter, cream, friends who have read his occa
coffee, etc; Mrs. Nellie Reed for the sional—and very welcome letter,
use of her home, and Pete Reed for to The Courier-Gazette.
inviting them to use his dock at
Still fresh in the minds of many
the Harbor.
readers is the story of Mr. Pierce’s
The Knox
County Chapter | financial and business career, re

The School Slacks
You Want

Maybe A Dinner

Rugged Shoes.

AAA to EEE.

$5.95 to $8.95
LIFE STRIDE SHOES
A New Line of Shoes—priced at

$7.95 and $8.95
RHYTHM STEP CASUALS
Priced at $8.95
QUEEN QUALITY CASUALS
Priced at $7.95
A. SANDLER “SPORTSTERS”
Priced from $4.95 to $8.95

duality, Shot
310 MAIN ST.--------ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 593-f

as advertised hl.
O CHARM t ’
NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE)

ure JFool Pocket Dress
/. One of those fashion wonders ... complete In
r

Itself yet tempts you to accessorize. R & K at its

best... with large square-set pockets that take use

and give effect!

Other "R & K’a” $12.95 and up
Famous R & K’s Only at Senter Cranes.

.ex ?:-

vM

Congo Church Chat
Rev and Mrs Charles Monteith
and son Charles, Jr., are back on
the job, after a vacation during
the past four weeks. Most of it
was spent in Rockland, but two
trips took the Montieths to Little
John Island, in Casco Bay. where
they were guests of Rev. and Mrs
Arthur
Wheelock
of
White
Plains. N. Y.. and to Dover-Foxcroft, where they were guests of
Mrs. Monteith s parents and broth
er and his wife
• • • •
Nine campers and one counselor

TO PARENTS

are home from ‘•Manitou; Summer,
conference conducted by the Con-1
gregational Christian Conference'
of Maine at Washington. Me This1
was the 21th anniversary, and was
marked by an attendance of nearly (
200. The campers from Rockland
were Jo-Ann Champlain, Betty
Crozier. Charlotte Dean. Corinne
Edwards. Marcia and Stephany
Lindquist, Catherine McPhail. Vir.
ginia Manning and Marie Whalen.
Marilyn Spear was a counselor at
the camp The midwinter "reunion”
will be held in Rockland. Nov. 2627. Betty Crozier was chosen Miss
Manitou'' for 1949.
e • • •
Worship services resume at the
Congregational Church next Sun
day at 10 45 The pastor will begin a
series oi sermons centering around
'Stories Jesus Told," Nursery care
will be provided for small chil
dren of those attending worship.

Is your boy or Kiri going to

College this Full?

If so, keep

them in touch with the home

town news by subscribing to the
paper which gives them ail tlie
doings of

K.

H.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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S. and

their

friends back home.
Subscription to the

The first issue of “Church News’ ,
published bi-weekly. September tJ
June, was put in the mail on Tues
day. thus inaugurating the third
year ol this service As the young
people go away to school this pub
lication will keep them in toucli
with home, as well as keeping the
parish informed of happening and
'things to come "

The Courier-Gazette

Church School classes will not
resume until Rally Day, Sept. 25.
On that date from 10.15 onward,
pupils will be registered, and the

Sept. 15 to June 15. $3.85
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Conserve Bird Life
One Of the Aims Of the
Garden Club Federation
Of Maine
Conservation of Bird Life is the
theme of the 1949-1950 program of
activities for bird study and pro
tection compiled by Mrs. H. J.
Wagner of Coloroda Springs, Colo.,
bird chairman for the National
Council of State Garden Clubs, and
Mrs. John W. Corning of Yar
mouth, bird chairman for the
Garden Club Federation of Maine
and Audubon Junior Work chair
man for the Maine Audubon So
ciety.

annual service will be presented at
10 45 Tlie following Sunday ma
terials for the October to December
quarter will be distributed. Perfect
attendance awards will be made on
September 25th.
• • • •
Comrades of the Way will resume
their meetings on Sept. 18 with
Mr and Mrs Robert J. Hybels as
advisors.
• • • •
Business Girls met Wednesday
night at 7 30 in the Church for a
regular session.
• • • •
Kupples Kiub will meet Friday
night at 7 at Crescent Beach Inn
as guests of Mr. and Mrs George
Sleeper.

The aims of the program, to be
recommended to all clubs in older
to arouse greater public interest in
the protection of birds economic
ally and aesthetically, includes:
establish more bird sanctuaries;
organize more Audubon Junior
Nature Clubs; encourage teaching
of conservation of wild life in the
schools; include several berry or
fruit bearing shrubs and trees in
all highway plantings or reforesta
tion; sponsor essays on bird con
servation, also the building and
placing of bird houses; publish
articles on bird life and conserva
tion; urge every state federaiton
and every garden, nature and
Audubon club to appoint a bird
chairman; food and water for birds,
especially during any critical per
iod; urge protective legislation and
promote interest in the value of
predatory birds; membership, en
rollment in, and close contact
with, the National Audubon So
ciety for each state federation and
all individuals.
Mrs. Corning has begun her
work of organizing Audubon Junior
Nature Clubs in Maine schools for
11.949-1950. A report this Sum
mer from the National Audubon
Society, where each junior member
is enrolled, revealed that 109 Audu
bon Junior Clubs with a total of
2,617 boys and girls were organ
ized under Mrs. Coming's chair
manship during the past school

G A VITT’Q IMP
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NORTH HAVEN
Mr. and Mrs c. C. Waterman
entertained a complete family par
ty at the Waterman Farm Sunday
Present were Miss Clara Waterman
oi Marblehead, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
C E. Waterman. Jr . and children,
Rebecca and Robert, of Camden,
Mr. and Mrs. Colon Winslow of Vi.
nalhaven and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
lin Waterman of this town, with
two guests. Miss Jane Thatcher
and Leonard Gifford of Marble
head, Mass.
The Misses Ruth Marsh and Ma.
bel Barnet have returned to Lan
caster. Pa., alter a visit with Miss
Sally Good at Woodhull Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Field of
Cambridge. Mass, are guests of Mr.
and Mrs
Joseph Amesbury at
Amesbury Point.

Mi

Carrie Parson and dale liter

Emma have returned to Plainville, I
Conn., alter passing the Summer
here

John Beverage who has been at
home with his parents for the past
fortnight, left Tuesday for Dallas
Texas, where he will atttnd the
Dallas Theological Seminary to ob
tain his degree of Master of The
ology.
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Joy enter
tained at a picnic dinner Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Joy and soil
David, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Stone.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Witherspoon
and son Richard.
Mr ;. Frank Sampson entertained
at tea Monday afternoon, Mrs. Jo
seph Amesbury of Scituate. Mass.,
and North Haven and Mrs. Herbert
Fields of Cambridge, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Good of
I
Edgewater, N. J, were holidayyear. She is also sponsoring an
Audubon Junior Club in the Lin
coln School, Denver.

“Style Without Extravagance”
■ ■■■naiiHfeBiiiictHaBi

A Message To You—Women of Rockland & Vicinity:

Mrs. Charles W. Eaton of Au
burn, Garden Club Federation
president, is including junior na
ture Work in all Maine sellout as
one of the leading objectives in
the Garden Federation program i
for the coming year.

I

We Have Been in Business 25 Years and You Have Watched the Styles and the
Prices Change. We Are Still in Business and We Are Still Giving You the Best That

Factory
Engineered Parts
For all Chrysler make ears

Money Can Buy.

Also Dodge parts.

Almost Every Item in Our Store Is Nationally Advertised. That Assures you of
FiRST QUALITY Merchandise.

It assures You Of a STANDARD PRICE.

It

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
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Assures You Of a Guarantee of Top Materials With the Best Of Workmanship. WE
CARRY NO SECOND QUALITY MERCHANDISE. We Buy From the Top Manu
facturers of the Country.

You

Can

Buy

SWEATERS

You

Can

Buy

JACKETS

You

Can

Buy

COATS

You

Can

Buy

DRESSES

at

$7.95

You

Can

Buy

BLOUSES

at

$1.98

$2.98

at

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Helveston
PORT CLYDE
who have spent the past three
Mt. and Mrs. Clayton Parsons
months at Spruce Point Road have and family have returned to Hart
returned to their home in Penn ford, Conn.
sylvania.
Rev. and Mrs. Dunne and family
who spent the Summer at their
DUTCH NECK
cottage on the Back Shore have
Miss Clara Stewart of Cambridge returned to Metuchen, N. J.
Mass., is the guest for a week of
Miss Ellen Grosvener of New Jer
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney B. Haskell.
sey is spending a week at her cor
Mr and Mrs. Chester Peterson, tage at Marshall Point,
daughter Alice and son George of
Rev. and Mrs. Guy Vannah have
North Eastern. Mass., and Mr. and
returned to Melrose, Mass.
Mrs. A M. Jenness of Hampton,
SOUTH THOMASTON
Miss Gnew Vannah has returned
N. H., are spending their vacation
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Arey enter with their sister, Mrs. George to Greenwich, Conn.
tained Sunday night The occasion Coombs, at Butter Point Island.
Miss Dora Seavey and mother,
being Archie Rackliff's birthday.
Mrs. Rose Seavey, have returned
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thibideau
Home movies were shown by
to Boston for the Winter.
and two sons have closed their
Charles Loring of Hingham, Mass.
Mi's. Kate Mainini and Miss Doris
Summer home here and returned
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs
Ellis of Milford, Mass., were recent
to their home in Newton Center,
Herbert Richardson, Mr. and Mrs.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Mass.
Lawrence Richardson, Mr. McKay
Ellis.
Miss Alice King of Everett, Mass,
and children Ronald and Meredith
Capt. Fred B Balano who has
nf Needham, Mass., Douglas Ma- spent the holiday week-end with, , been spending a few days at the
kinen. Milton Bassick, Robert Mr. and Mrs. A J. Harrison at Balano Homestead has returned to
Beaudreault, Richard
Lombardi, "Larchwood.”
Staten Island, N. Y.
Theodore Jobin and the Misses
Elaine Austin, David Austin, Anne
Miss Rosamund Wilson has em
MacFarland, Miss Ethel Loring, Eugenie and Jeanne Tobin of New. ployment in Rockland.
Charles Loring, Mr. and Mrs Carl ton Center and Boston, have re
Mrs. Alton Pratt (Evelyn Hop
Ilvonen and children. Ruth Fran turned home after spending the kins) has been visiting friends in
ces and Becky, Fred Batty Jr., and month of August at the homes of town the past week.
children Eleanor and Jimmy, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Jobin and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Hupper and
and Mrs. Harold Payson, Mr. and Ralph Thibideau.
family who have been guests
Mr. and Mrs. A D .Strachan and Ulysses Davis and Mr. and Mr3.
Mrs. Archie Rackliff. Kenneth Il
vonen, Mr. and Mrs. Weston Arey Miss Jean Strachan of Needham, Orris Hupper over the holiday
and children, Nancy, Margaret, Lo-i Mass., have been spending ten days week-end have returned to South
vacation at Butter Point Inn.
is and Russell.
Coventry, Conn.
(The St. Paul's Chapel Society
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Anderson
met Wednesday night at the Com of Virginia are spending their va
SPRUCE MEAD
Mi's. Donald Leigh and three i munity House. There was a very cation at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
daughters have returned to their good attendance of members pre Gus Anderson.
home in Coral Gables, Fla
sent. After the usual business meet
The Grange had a successful sale
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Repplier ing there was a demonstration of at the Library last week.
and two children of Norwell, Mass., plastic goods. The refreshment
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Naumer who
spent the week-end with Mrs. Dor- committee consisting of Mrs. Ar have been at their cottage at Mar<
oi hy Repplier and Rev. and Mrs. thur Chute, Miss Ada Winchenbach shall Point for the season have re
A. J. Wilson.
Mrs. Forrest Kennedy and Mrs, W. turned to Brooklyn.
Miss Ann Dunn of New York is Chase served dainty refreshments.
guest of the Misses Anderson, in
Mr. and Mrs. E A. Davis of
FRIENDSHIP
Lobster Cove, on Spruce Head1 Stanstead, Quebec, are spending a
Will Decorate Church
Island
week with their son and family,
At a recent meeting, the official
Mrs. Ann Wardell, Miss Lois1 Mr. and Mrs. Melville W. Davis.
board of tlte Metliioiiist Church
Gia ick and Miss Sherley Venna,
Mr. and Mrs R. A. Jenkins an voted to accept the plans of the
all of Quincy, Mass., spent the Mr. W. Winkler of Stoneham, Mass, church deocrating committee which
week-end ai the Wardwell-Grass- are guests for a week at Butter included the securing of Arthur
a k Cottage.
Point Inn.
Jaoqmin of Lewiston to redecorate
Mrs. Charles E. Carr is a pa-1 Mr. and Mrs. Parker Stinson ol the sanctuary and vestibule of til*
tient at the Knox Hospital.
Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. Everett church.
There is to be a complete change
Mr and Mrs. I eon Simmons of Swanson, Miss Evelyn Larsen and
Whitinsville, Mass,, and Mrs Miss Arlene Rosene, Miss Joan in both color scheme and lighting
Graceful
bronze
Mamie Maker, of Connecticut were Peterson and Mr. Norman Benson arrangements.
i ailed here by the death of their all of North Eastern, Mass., have Gothic lanterns will replace the
mother, Mrs. Martha Maker.
been guests of Mrs. George Coombs present inadequate light fixtures.
The wall tones of ivories and greens
Professor and Mrs. Wilbert Snow at Butter Point Island.
and ,-ons. Gregory and Donald, re
Miss Yolanda Risko of East Nor enhanced by touches of Autumn red
turned Tuesda,. to their home in walk, Conn., is visiting at the home and gold brenze will be augmented
by a new harmonizing moss green
Middletown. Conn Mr. Snow will of Mrs. Chester Hayes.
return for the remainder of the
Mr and Mrs. Austin Wallace at carpet.
The decorating committee is: Mis|p
month.
tended Windsor Fair Saturday.
Mr and Mrs Arthur Thomas, of
Miss Bessie Stahl of Arlington, Harvey Simmons. Mrs. Perley Ben
Oakland, were week-end guests of! Mass., spent the holiday week-end ner. Mrs. Louis Benner, Woodrow
Mr and Mis. Elbert Burton.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Verge, Guy Bessey. Rev. Kathleen
Weed, Mrs. Chester Brown, treas
Herbert Stahl.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith of urer; Miss Nora Seavey, secretary;
Lynnfield, Mass , and North Wal and Llewellyn H. Oliver, chariman.
The committee has secured tlie
doboro, Mrs. Albina Schuman and
services of Arthur Jacqmln, who is
grand daughter Nancy Jane Walter
a competent, as well as artistic, dec
of Waldoboro, Mrs. Eva Hanscom,
orator and is becoming well known
Mrs. Helen Payson,. Mrs. Carrie
. for his work in this State.
Clancy and Mrs. M. Young of Cam
den were callers Tuesday at the Subscribe to The Courier-GazettA
home of Mr. and Mrs Merton Ben
For social items in The Courierner.
Gazette, phone 1044, City.
59tf

week-end guests of his mother,
Mi F. F. Good, at her Woodhull
Point cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Beverage
and son Frank have returned to
Sharon. Mass., after a Summer at
their North Shore cottage.
George Young is passing the week
on a trip to the White Mountains
Miss Clara Waterman and guests
Miss ‘Jane Thatcher and Leonard
Gif ol d have returned to Marble
head, Mass.

$5.95

at

at

$18.95

You

Can

Buy

STORM COATS at $35.00

You

Can

Buy

CORDUROY SKIRTS at $5.95

The Above Prices Are Low. And Always Will Be, With An

SILENT GLOW’S
INVADER OIL BURNER

Unconditional Guarantee For Wear.

Installed—Complete with 275 Gal Tank
and Necessary Controls, Only

That Is Why You Will Find

PRICE - QUALITY
and GOOD-WILL HERE
SAM SAV1TT.

$249.50

ented Air-Seel fan — a

NO MONEY DOWN
PAYMENTS ONLY S7.99 PER MONTH

unique engineering tri
umph that (omeriet

Here ii the exclusive pat

COMPTON’S
17 PARK ST.,

. .....

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 1135-W
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MRS. SMITH’S MONTHLY REPORT
Gives Readers a Frank Review Of United

State Senatorial Proceedings
•a..a-a-a-a-a^a-a-a-a-*

Now that the House is on vaca
X
tion the Senate is envious. Its envy
got so great this past week that it
took a week's vacation itself.
It is becoming increasingly dif
ficult to get a quorum in the Sen
ate these days. Many oi the Sena
tors are absent on official trips and
meetings in Europe and other parts
of the world. And apparently some
of them do not expect to return
for several weeks inasmuch as they
have been joined by their wives in
Europe and other parts of the
world.
I received a report the other day
of some criticism oi me because I
had stayed in Washington too
much and had not been back to
Maine. That s a little hard to take
since I would much rather be back
in the cool climate of Maine seeing
my friends instead of sweltering
* under the heat of Washington and
the long wordy sessions of the Sen
ate. I've been criticized for a lot of

I

a~«~*<

things but this one is new—being
criticized because I have stayed in
Washington on the job. But the
criticizers thus far reported are
those who in June 1948 were op
posed to my being sent to Washing
ton as Senator.
The 'five per center” investiga
tion hearings have been recessed—
but they aren't over yet. There is
more important information yet to
be developed and brought out in
the open The hearings reached a
climax last week when Major Gen
eral Harry Vaughan. Military Aide
to the President, appeared before
the Committee for questioning and
examination. His name has run
throughout the hearing. Prior to
the hearing he had a reputation
for anything but a placid temper.
There was one report that he was
going to "counter attack’ and
jump on members of the Commit
tee. But he fooled everybody. He
was the most poised, most easily re.

•More Tea per Bag
•More Flavor per Cup

4

•More for Your Money

SALADA
►

TEA-BAGS

Along about that time Darby set
am supporting and which I expect
to be retained in the Reciprocal
a box inside the door and I signed
Trade Bill, is intended to protect
a slip absolving him of all responsi
American industry, agriculture and
bility and assumed the role of
fisheries in such instances. Parti
mother hen for the 25 little peeper?san Politics has been charged to
yelling their heads eff inside the
the peril point provision. This
box.
stems from the fact that it would
My idea of raising hens was to
require the President to report to
keep them in a cardboard box be
Congress when he reduced a pro
hind the kitchen stove until they
tective tariff beyond a point con
grew feathers and could be put out
sidered by the Tariff Commission
in the yard, but our cat, Skipper,
to “peril’’ or risk disaster to Amer
There was a time during the war locked at the chicks and crossed his
ican procedure.
when the points seemed to be minus eyes apd lapped his whiskers re
The peril point provision merely
in my little book and the idea of flectively so that I could see some
calls for taking State department
living off the land sounded like a thing stronger than cardboard was
trade negotiations out of the shield
soft existence. The idea of chicken indicated. And after I had list
of secrecy. There is no reason why
cn the wing and piggy on the hoof ened to them jreep for an hour I
our concessions to foreign produ
started my mouth watering along couldn't imagine living with them
cers should be shrouded with
about February one year and I all day, so out they must go—but
mystery. We must get back to the
couldn't wait until I had advised the quick.
U. S. Tariff Commission expert
hatchery that I wanted 25 White
After a day of frantic experi
system of trade treaties
Rock chicks on May 1.
menting
I finally upended a barrel
I am for the expansion of free
trade but the cheap labor of foreign dered by Defense Secretary John and hung a hundred watt bulb in
side and used that for the brooder
countries is a definit^ threat to our
son will not save nearly as much and the chicks grew and grew and
own economy and we must meet
that threat. I don’t want us to be money as it would seem to—for eventually overflowed the barrel
like the millionaire who gave his this fiscal year $200 million dollars and not one died—I can't imagine
fortune away and left the members will be saved, that is only about why not for what I knew about the
15 per cent of the overall military care and feeding of chicks was
of his family to starve.
The Maine potato industry took budget and hardly a dent in an nothing
So I wrote an S OS. to the Uni
some pretty severe criticisms from annual forty billion dollars plus
versity of Maine Extension and
the Washington Post last month. budget.
When the cut was announced I they came across very promptly
I don t think those stories were
fair or full in their presentation. immediately contacted the Defense with a flock of bulletins on every
The first result from them was the Secretary and the Secretary of the thing from the egg to the oven on
move of Representative Lane of Navy about the personnel cut at hens, but I was reduced to a state
Massachusetts to have a Congres the Portmouth-Kittery Navy Yard of shock when I read and found
sional investigation and to hold and the deactivation of Dow Field that people don't raise 25 hens.
hearings in Aroostook County. This at Bangor. We have to cut down No indeed! They raise thousands
proposal was stopped for the time our military spending in peacetime and buy their grain by the carload
being by the observation of Rep and I cannot oppose reasonable and the super efficient bulletins
resentative Frank Fellows of the cuts designed to effect economy were all scaled to tons of grain per
our defense. thousand chicks!
Third District that if the House without impairing
My brain goes blank at the
But
I
wanted
to
make
sure that
wanted to investigate price support
ior potatoes they might as well in Maine wasn't being discriminated thought of mathematics and I just
couldn't see myself coping with the
vestigate price supports for all ag against.
I pointed out and emphasized problem of reducing tons to pounds
ricultural commodities.
Whether the Washington Post that which they probably knew as so I yelled for help again to the
stories were fair or not, unfortun well or better than I—that Maine U of M. Ex., and (they never fail
ately, isn't important in the mind was the Northernmost part of the me in my calls for distress but they
of the average reader. The stories, United States and it was the east must think I’m a nut) received the
were sensational and they caused ernmost part and as such was the help I needed, although I was feel
an unfair reaction in Congress on top strategic spot in our contin ing a little less like landed gentry
the potato picture. I'm afraid that ental defense and for that reason when I read the one bulletin they
we haven t heard the last of this merited priority in consideration sent me which was a 4-H Club
attack on price support for pota on defense projects over other sec guide on flock raising.
The only other problem that con
tions of the country. I didn't want
toes.
fused
me was tlie fact that all the
to
let
them
forget
this
just
because
The recent military cutback orsomeone might not remind them chicks weren’t hens—seme were
roosters and they developed strong
of it.
In HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Network,«v«ry Monday avonlag.
I was not surprised about the voices and nasty dispositions and I
deactivation of Dow Field. Last began to feel that I was beating
Fall I predicted that Dow Field ul the rationing with a back to the
timately would
be deactivated. farm move for clearly here were
This was on the basis of reliable too many roosters in our barnyard
information that I had from inside and a chicken dinn r was the an
the Air Force. Yet the Department swer.
The axe was sharpened but the
of the Air Force denied that Dow
Field would be deactivated. My execution was postponed when the
point was that I wanted to give a guy with the axe complained that
warning sufficient in advance so every rocster he approached got
that preparations could be made ’ a please-don’t-take-my-life-buddy
for the time when the axe was to look in his eye. Tilings really
fall. I didn t want the action to seemed to be at a standstill and the
come as a Miock out of the blue chicken no nearer the table until
the executioner finally made a grab
to the people affected.

laxed person in the crowded room.
He handled himself well.
Since Senators McCarthy and
Mundt practically exhausted all of
the questions ,1 asked very few.
After the hearing, I was asked by
the press if I knew in advance the
answers to the questions I had
asked. Seems that in our increasing
sophistication we sometimes over
look the obvious and fundamental
—it is possible that a question is
asked to get information rather
than to try to trap someone in a
contradiction.
Another investigation, the B-36
hearings of the House Armed Ser
vices Committee, ended the other
day in a complete vindication and
clearance of the Air Force and its
officials and the Secretary of De
fense. However, that hearing will
be resumed in the Fall.
But as the "five per center” and
the '‘B-36'' hearings take time out,
a House Committee is getting ready
to open an investigation of “lobby
ing.’' First to come under this Com
mittee’s scrutiny will be the Army
Engineers Corps. It has been
charged that this Government di
vision is the most active and pow
erful lobby in the country. It was
quite a subject of controversy in
the early part of this session when
we debated the Reorganization bill
giving the President the power to
formulate plans of reorganfzation
of the Federal Government subject
to the veto power of Congress. The
greatest cry for exemption from
reorganization was that for the
Army Engineers. But Congress did
withstand the great pressure that
was put on it and refused to ex
empt the Army Engineers from re
organization by the President.
The first measure that the
Senate took up after its Labor Day
Recess was Reciprocal Trade legis
lation. The Administration wants a
liberal Reciprocal Trade Agreement
Act approved by this Congress
Yet. some feel that relaxed tariff
barriers already are endangering
our economy. We in Maine are well
aware of this because of the com
petition from Canadian potato
growers and fishermen.
The peril point provision, which I
T«n«

Wonderful!
ly

OU know how it usually is—slow and
steady is the rule in automotive
progress.

But every now and then it happens.
Along comes a car that’s new all over
like this one—and headlines sing the news.

Take the styling of it —fresh and smart

and really exciting from its non-locking
bumper-guard grilles to the jet-plane look
of its fenders.
Take the outward size of it —handy in

traffic, easy to garage, actually more room
and a sweeter ride in fewer over-all inches.
v

Step inside—and stretch yourself in the
biggest interiors ever found in a Buick
Special, with a full twelve inches added
to rear-seat hiproom.
Try the power of big 110 or 120 hp high-

compression Fireball engines—sample the
restful levelness of a ride that sets the
standard for the industry.
•

Philip E. Carroll, 18, of West
Rockport, enlisted in the U. S.
Army with rank of Recruit. He was
sworn in on Sept, 2, and will report
to 9th Infantry Division, Ft. Dix,
N J., as his initial assignment.
Recruit Carroll is a son of Henry
M. Carroll.
He is a graduate of Rockport
High School, class of 1949.
He applied for enlistment at the
US. Army and US. Air Force Re
cruiting Station, 282 Main street,
Rockland.
•

•

a •

Carl E. Buck, 17, of 6 Park street.
Camden, enlisted in the U S. Army
with rank of Recruit. He was
sworn in Sept. 2, and will report to
9th Infantry Division, Ft. Dix, N.
J., as his initial assignment.
Recruit Buck is a son of Chester
H. and Martha Buck.
He is a graduate of Camden High
School, class of 1949.
He applied for enlistment at the
US. Army and US. Air Force Re
cruiting Station, 282 Main street,
Rockland.
• • • •
Albert L. Knowlton 18, of Vinal
haven has enlisted in the U. S. Air
Force with rank of Private.
He was sworn in on Sept. 2, and
will report to Lackland AF Base
San Antonio, Tex, as his initial
assignment.
Private Knowlton is the son of
Llewellen W. and Lola M Knowl
ton. He has a brother Herbert, in
the Merchant Marines and three
brothers, Victor, Vivian and Ralph
in the U. S. Army.
He is a graduate of Vinalhaven
High School class of 1949
He
played on the basball team in
High School.
He applied for enlistment at the
U. S Army and U.S. Air Force Re
cruiting Station. 282 Main street,
Rockland.
• • • •
Gordon L. Burgess, 17, of Vinal
haven, enlisted in the US. Air
Force with rank of Private. He was
sworn in Sept. 2, and will report to
Lackland AF Base. San Antonio,
Tex., as his initial ^assignment
Private Burgess is a son of Hollis
A. and Lelia T. Burgess.
He is a graduate of Lincoln High
School, class of 1949. He plyaed on
baseball team in High School.
He applied for enlistment at the
US. Army and US Air Force Re
cruiting Station, 282 Main street,
Rockland. .

RED RAMBLER
MEDIUM RED

H’s realty vary simple.

Finally, look at the price tag. Measure its

figures against others—and see if any car,
even in the lowest-price field, gives you so
much of what you want for each dollar
you invest.
Tops in style, tops in room, tops in lift
and life and traveling ease, a trip to your
Buick dealer will show you this is won
derful in value too!
For the biggest buy of this year—and many
a year to come —better go now and get
your order in!

Your IGA

'Jt&tuAi.

combined purchases with thousands
of other IGA members ecross the
country. Then, too. your IGA retailer
has learned the secret of efficient,
low-cost store operation . . . which
makes it possible for him to work on
e lower margin of profit.

dawn

Flour FAMILY
Flour CNRIOtED
SUNNY MORN
Economical - Flavorfvl

ROYAL GUEST
Rd Bodiad • Rxk

COFFEE

COFFEE

42c

49c

27c

43c

3“ 17c
27c

’i;’»2.03

FANCY NATIVE

3 lbs. .25
2 lbs. .09

SQUASH.
CALIF. RED MALAGA

2 lbs. .23

GRAPES.

Ib. .63

BONELESS CHUCK ROAST.

2 doz. .49

NATIVE

FOWL. 5 to 6 Ib. average.

PASCAL CELERY.

Ib. .39

boneless

SLICED BACON,

lb. .59

* Optional at extra cost.

BACON. Ends and Pieces.

Ib. .19

Ib. .79

CANNING SUPPLIES

Fruit Jars
Bafl lde«l

Frnit Jars
Good Lack

Jar Rings
GaU Wu

Paraffin

NAT1VI

PULLET EGGS,

doz. .51

Sugar

83

<&. 95c
PU .113
iuh,

7c

20<

10 £ 91c
69c

bunch .17

SUNDAETTES
Butterscotch
15c
Crv.Ked

15c

Pineapple
Ckacalata

E. & M.
ICE CREAM
Is Made From

FinesJ Ingredients
“It's Good and Good

Fudge

»..j«

"At All E. & M. Dealers”
AT YOUR FOUNTAIN

AT YOUR STORE

. Have Some Today— .
... And Evedy Day. ...

15c

C'uihed

Strawberry

Walnuts
I'Strop

Pecans

25c
oi j»i

29

9%eeJ«' 33 -

STEVENS’ MARKET

WOODCOCK’S MARKET

ROCKLAND. ME

THOMASTON. ME.

7

MATINICUS
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Hall and. family
of Gorham were holiday and week
end guests of Mrs. Ralph Philbrook.
Paul Ames, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Ames, is a patient at Knox
Hospital.
Donald Beals, with a party of
friends, has been occupying the
Bunker cottage fcr a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Philbrook
and children were recent Rockland
visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Siebert, son
Harvey, and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Ames and daughter Bonnie, all of
Homerville, Mass, were holiday and
week-end guests of Mrs. Esther
Young
Dickie” Ames, who has
been visiting his grandmother for
some time, returned home with
them. Julia Young has returned to
Braintree Mass, for the Winter.

For You.”

C II.IF. VAI ENCIA

ORANGES.

NATIVE

SWEET rasher

BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN. MAINE

Piat Jar

Piat Jar

NEW NATIVE

SSVIFT BRANDED STEER BEEF

GLEN COVE

’tfU.93

WEALTHY APPLES.

Check controls—and note really big news:
The luxury of Dynaflow Drive*—newest,
simplest and smoothest of all modern

712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

IGA
IGA

French Dressing ISA
Krispy Crackers

F5*

SIRLOIN CLUB STEAK.

C. W. HOPKINS

Light Meat
Flakes

Mayonnaise

Only lluieli SeK1l.ll. ha* all theno Feature!

C. W. HOPKINS

WHITNEY S BEST
•OYAL CHINOOK

Salad Dressing

TEX-STIlIhE!
TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE . MO0f ROOM FOR THE MONEY • DYNAFLOW DRIVE
optional al extra cost • JET-LINE STYLING • NON-LOCKING BUMPER-GUARD
GRILLES • HIGH-PRESSURE FIREBALL STRAIGHT-EIGHT ENGINE • COIL SPRING
ING ALL AROUND . LOW-PRESSURE TIRES ON SAFETY-RIDE RIMS • GREATER
VISIBILITY FORE AND AFT . SELF-LOCKING LUGGAGE UDS . STEADY-RIDING
TORQUE-TUBE DRIVE • THREE SMART MODELS WITH BODY BY FISHER

SALMON
"i? 33=
59c
SALMON
Nc.? 33^
TUNA FISH
SHELLED BEANS - r 10c
BLENDED JUICE Xt**
33c
JELL-IT
4 -23=

toilet tissue

John R. Newell, president of the
Pine Tree Society for Crippled
Children and Adults, Inc, an
nounced that every effort will be
made to increase the capacity of
the Hyde Memorial Home to meet
the needs of the poliomyelitis pa
tients who need convalescent care.
The wing of the home has been
converted to care for adults and
there are now 58 patients in the
Home. The staff has been increased
so that every case needing thera
peutic care will receive very spe
cialized treatment. It has been
proved that the children respond
more rapidly to treatment at the
Home when it is given as soon as
possible after the contagious period
is over. Mrs. Marie I Preston, the
executive director of the Society,
has conferred with Dr. Dean Fish
er and Dr. Ella Langer of the De
partment of Health and Welfare,
Donald Taverner, District Repre
sentative of the National Founda
tion for Infantile Paralysis, Dr.
Carl Ruhlin, State Medical Polio
Coordinator, and Dr. Francis Win
chenbach of Bath, a member of the
Society’s Medical Advisory Com
mittee, so that the patients needing
care can be referred to the Home
as soon as their isolation period is
over.
The Pine Tree Society's camp for
crippled children at North Pond,
Rome closed a very successful sea
son, and 90 children had eight
weeks of real camping, which includ
ed
physical, occupational
and
speech therapy which meant they
were given opportunity to greatly
improve their handicaps. The deep
appreciation expressed by the par
ents of these hadicapped young
sters was most gratifying to the
Society. Staton R. Curtis, director
of Professional Services, directed
the camp, and he has returned to
Bath to devote full time to the di
rection of the Hyde Memorial
Home.

Davis Eaton and Irene Frye of
Hope were married Saturday night.
E, B. Hall attended Blue Hill fair
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Sukeforth of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Burchard Higgins
of Mapleton were overnight guests
recently of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
E. Gregory.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B Hall passed
Thursday in Searsport as guests of
Mrs. Hall's cousin. Miss Mildred
for one of the rooster and another Barter.
one got excited and nipped his leg.
Mr and Mrs. Marshall G Beatty
That did it—he killed them both.
and son Peter Beatty of Bridgewater, Conn, Mr. and Mrs. William
E. Thomas and daughter Linda of
Gaylordsville, Conn, have been
guests of Mrs. Caroline Jennings,
hating rooms at Mrs. Laura Fortin's
Cabins for several days

such low prices everyday?

store enjoys <11 the advantages of
volume buying resulting from his

Pine Tree Society

Four Knox County Boys Functions Of the Hyde Mem
Have Enlisted In the
orial Home In Bath Are
U. S. Army
Being Increased

IGA stores sell everything at

r

transmissions — is optional equipment,
available now at the lowest price level yet!

When better automobiles are built HUCK trill build them —

*

With Armed Forces

IIW M w IM IK

Only one word tits it —

Y
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Lt. Col. and Mrs. H M. Ayer of
"All records for prices of mack
APPLETON
lowing Dave with her brown eyes.
Springfield, Mass., and Mrs. Harry
erel
were
knocked
higher
than
a
Mr.
and
Mr^.
Delbert
Fuller
and
"Child,” Granny said at last,
kite when $300 was paid for 1000 j family of North Tarrytown, N. Y., Richards cf Burlingt-n, Vt., were
piqued tby her inordinate interest in
Dave, “don’t you have any broth Events Of 1904, As Compiled mackerel brought into Port Clyde were recent guests cf his sifter, week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ormand Keene recently.
ers?”
For This Paper By James by the little sloop Ocean Belle," I Mrs. Joseph Moody.
"She's our only chick and child.
Mrs. Ellis Simpson, who visited
said
the
Boston
Journal.
And
never;
Mr
and
Mrs.
Cecil
Annis
of
Sim

Burns
Mrs. Craig,” Birdie Webster an
in the history of T. Wharf has onton visited Mr. and Mrs. George her mother, Mrs. Amy Esancy. has
swered before Oreen could make
September 15
returned to Criehaven.
mackerel sold for such a price.”
Fish the past week.
reply. “How’d you happen to ask
Considerable
interest was atAt a convention of the American
her that?”
Mr. and Mrs. “Ted" Perry, who
Mrs. Clifton Burkett and daugh
"The way she watches Dave," ' tached to the case of Elliott Scott Society of Dancing Teachers in occupied the Maynard Brown cot ter Nancy Alice of Camden were
Granny said frankly, "made me ! of Vinalhaven who, following the, New York, it was declared the tage at Sennebec Lake, the past
guests last week of Mr. and Mrs.
wonder if boys aren’t a sort of curi 1 dislocation of the spinal vertabrac
osity to her. I didn’t think she had [ was treated at a Portland hospital "Two Step’’ was doomed, according three weeks, have returned to Ormand Keene.
to one dancing master. “The pub Somerville, Mass.
any brothers.”
Recent callers at the home of
Oreen flushed and tossed her head, ' and was released as"cured" a few lic has run wild over that ungrace- |
Mr. and Mrs Albert Pitman were
was
organized
as
follows,
Judge,
days
ago.
The
case
attracted
the'
but her mother, either realizing the
ful, boisterous dance." The reason
The Websters came the next after justice of Granny’s observation or attention ol Austin and Stone s given as to why the two step was Frederic A. Powers; stenographer, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Perry of Som
non, bringing Oreen, a chunky unwilling to let anything threaten Museum in Boston, and Mr Scott'
Reuel. D. Small; chaplain, Rev, erville, Mass.. Edward St. Clair of
brown-eyed girl of 16, who imperiled the Webster-Ives axis, smoothed it was made an offer which it was not danced properly, was because Russell Woodman sheriff, Adel- Lynn and Adelbert Cummings.
the "Popular Music of the day was
nature's efforts to make her pretty over.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Pitman are
' said he had accepted, and that i not the music for the dance. The bert J. Tolman clerk, Guilford B.
by using lipstick and rouge. Her
! Scott was to be billed as “the only ’ proper music for the two step Butler; county attorney, Philip spending a few days at Parlin
hair was reddish and richly curled. Granny Needles
Howard; messenger.
Sidney L. Pend. The remainder of their wed
She wore a striking red suit, the
I man alive who had recovered from should be played in 6-8 time,
skirt a trifle more than attractively A Flighty Girl
! a broken neck" and carries his head ' Raphael Sherman who had been Hall; crier. George W Gushee, ding trip will be spent in Boston.
"Well, you know how girls her age
tight. Perhaps this lack of material
Mrs. Pitman was formerly Marion
' as though nothing had ever hap- acting as fcpshier at the Eastern Appleton.
made her skirt shorter than good are when a new boy comes around.
The Arlington Cafe, No. 10 Park Kirk of Thomaston.
1
pened
to
hint.
S. S. Co., during the Summer re
fitting would have prescribed, for It ain’t that she’s not used to boys,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Pitman
Monday’s election, Knox turned to Orono to begin his Junior j street., J. F. Dowdell, proprieter,
it ended at her kneecap and gave ’cause she's had a lot of dates. Why, , At
and family of Vassalboro spent
was being offered for sale.
more publicity to her plump legs there’s a boy in Newcastle that’s Countv Democrats elected tlieir year at U. of M
The Calderwood House was Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
than good taste permitted. Her beggin’ her to go steady with him, entire ticket. *
A motorist who wished to ship
ankles were rather thick, her but Oreen don’t like him much. He’s
opened under the management of Mrs. Albert Pitman.
his automobile to Portland on the
Sept. 16
patent-leather, high-heeled shoes ob got a bad case of adenoids, an’ keeps
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Butler and
J. S. Gray.
his mouth open, an' that embar Mr and Mrs. Manley Hart of the steamer Frank Jones, was told he
viously too small for comfort.
family
of Searsmont were visitors
Fred
Derby
was
acting
as
opera

Kate and Hope were out front, rasses Oreen. I think she likes North End were the attempted vic must first drain the gasoline from tor at the Maine Central Station Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Dave,
though.
Don
’
t
you,
Oreen?
”
greeting the Websters, when Andy
the tank. He backed the automobile
“He’s right cute,” Oreen said. tims of a hold up by a masked
Sept. 22
Hart’s.
and Dave arrived with their first
man as they were driving near J half way up the Maine Central
“
Did,
Ms
ever
go
steady
with
a
girl?"
“Pecks Bad Boy” played FarMr. and Mrs. Walter Smith and
wagonload of logs.
“Heavens, no!” Kate exclaimed. Ballard Park in Rockport. The wharf and the gasoline was allowed well Opera House, last night and son Walter. Jr., were guests Sun
"Look!” Dave whispered dryly “Why, Dave's just a kid. He never
to
run
over
the
top
of
the
floorings
"They brought their girl this time!" did even go unsteady with a girl." masked man made a grab for the
the bill tonight will be “Quincy day of his sister, Mrs. Merton
i horse's bridle and only Mr. Hart’s of the wharf, saturating some of Adams Sawyer.”
"Cute, from here,” Andy said. "A
Wadsworth.
“That’s funny," Oreen said. ‘Tve
: quick application of the whip to the planking. This was early in
little hefty, but cute."
Miss Joan Violette. assistant
The new Wannamaker store in
been going with the boys since I
Dave swallowed hard and wished was thirteen. He’s a lot older than the animal prevented the hold up. the afternoon. About seven o'clock Philadelphia, the largest store in teacher at the High School, arrived
I Tlie Atlantic Coast was swept by that evening several small boys the world, was to be built of Maine Monday and will board at the home
they hadn't brought Oreen—special thirteen.”
ly all dressed up like, that!
“You got an early start,” Gran I an 80 mile gale The Northwest were playing on the wharf when a
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody.
granite.
"Well, well!" Harley Webster ny said dryly.
hurricane caused
havoc among blaze arose at the point where the
“Oreen was always big for her shipping.
called in his raspy voice as the wag
gasoline was dumped which ne-!
on approached. “Hard at work, are age." said Mrs. Webster, “and I've
cessitated calling the Fire Departi
President
Hyde
of
the
Bath
Iron
you? Why didn’t you send me word/ taught her well, so she knows how
' Works announced the date of the ment
I'd have come and helped you get to act with boys.”
Oreen tossed her curls and looked launching of the Battleship Georg J At the local Telephone office
started.”
Motorola Car Radios from .... $39.95 to $84.50
out of the window.
"You’ve your own work to do.
) 'Central’' was taking care of five
ia to be Tuesday. Oct. 11.
Mrs. Webster said cautiously u
Andy said. "Thanks just the same.”
A new steamer was being con to seven customers a minute, and
Motorola Portable Radios .... 23.95 to 54.50
“Never too busy to help a neigh Hope: "They's one young fallow
in rush hours has taken care of 363
bor. Birdie said, 'Le's drop over you'll have to watch pretty close If structed in Portland for Lieut.
Crosley Portable, complete ................... 32.95
and see how the Iveses are makin' you go out with him. He's »licv Robert E. Peary, UJS.N., who was connections in 60 minutes, and
planning to make his last trip to under stress of public excitement
out,’ an' I said. 'AU right.’ An' with the girls."
Motorola. Emerson, Crosley, Electric
“Who is he?” Hope asked vs it, discover the North Pole
since Oreen didn't go to school to
has handled 15 calls a minute for
Table Models from ......... 19.95 to 39.95
fitted
a
strip
of
cardboard
over
•
day—”
several minutes, or about 900 calls
Sept. 19
“Now, Harley,” Mrs. Webster crack at one end of the rough bosre
Tlie large schooner yacht Brent an hour.
Motorola Farm Pack Radios, complete ... 47.50
broke in wearily, "it was you that that served for a mantel.
The Limerock Railroad showed
wood. owned by Fritz Jordan of
said we d go over and see the
(To be continued)
Pack Batteries, Car Aerials, Vibrators, Tubes
Iveses. Right after dinner you
Portland was a total loss after go gross earnings of $85,740. as com
said, 'Birdie, we ought to go over
ing ashore on Bay Ledge near Hur pared with $7&,479 for the same
and Portable Batteries
and—’ ”
period last year.
ricane Island.
"All right, sugah, maybe I did. No
Sept 21
Sept. 20
matter who said it first, here we are'
Oreen. this is Dave. Nice-lookin'
The flags on the Custom House The September term of Supreme
boy, ain't he?”
260 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.. TEL. 590-W
were in a noticeable state of rags Court convened at Knox County
"Hi. Dave." Oreen said in a tone
Court House yesterday. The court
and tatters.
that hinted timidity, although her
manner of address was forthright
Dave nodded, muttered, “Hey.'
He was blushing furiously, for thre
good reasons: Mr. Webster's trib
ute. so openly spoken; his aware
ness of Hope's thoughts and of how
she would tease him later; and be
cause Oreen's eyes, warm, and
frankly curious, were upon him. Why
didn't somebody say something! Hi
cut his eyes at Hope, who looked
very, very innocent.

►

Looking Backward

CHAPTER I. Andy Ives, tired ol work,
lng as a hardware store clerk for 20
years, takes a grant of free land of
fered by the state to those people who
will live there at least two years and
cultivate the property. His wife, Kate,
daughter Hope, son Dave and motherin-law "Granny," are enthused by the
move

CHAPTER II. Hope rejects a proposa
of marriage by Wall Harbison.
«,
CHAPTER III. The family arrives at it!
new home, only slightly worried aboul
the extreme wilderness. They are greet
ed by Emerson Eliot.

CHAPTER IV. Andy and Dave look
over their land the next morning
and prdepare ttemselves for the
huge task of clearing it for produc
tive planting.
CHAPTER V. Mr. and Mrs. Webster, a
nearby family, stop by to greet the Ives
CHAPTER VI. During the night the fam
ily Is awakened by the lights of a car
Andy Investigates and is accosted by sev
eral inebriated men from town who are
resentful of the fact that Andy's home
was used formerly by them as a camp
ing place.
CHAPTER VII. Andy and Dave go Into
Newcastle where the former is warned
by Watson Bird, hardware merchant, to
be careful of Sig Flanagan, one of the
hunters who called on Andy the pre
vious evening. Andy sells his car for
some mules and a cart. Upon his return
home he learns that during his absence
Sig Flanagan, on pretense of shooting a
deer, shot buckshot into the wall of the
Ives' cabin.
CHAPTER VIII Andy brings his prob
lem to the sheriff but finds he Is a
friend of Flanagan's and gets nowhere
with his complaints.

CHAPTER IX

“I wasn’t at home today. I nay
be next time."
"I'll shoot when and where 1
please!" Flanagan said. His long,
thick fingers were working nerv ous
ly, and his black eyes seemed deep
er set, drawn in by rage ' i ll
shoot—”
"There are laws protecting
homes," Andy said, "but I don't
want to move in here and start
‘lawing.’ I’ve always got along with
people, and I want to keep it up:
but you can't make a practice of
shooting my house. You nor any
body else. Don't forget that."
Sig Flanagan growled thickly and
started toward Andy. "I don't take
threats from smart alecks like
you!” he snarled. “I’ll make you
wish I’d shot the wall in. with you
under it!”
"Wait, Sig,” Sheriff Martin said
quickly, catching his arm. "I'll take
care of this."
Flanagan shook him off and
crouched to lunge at Andy, but the
sheriff moved quickly in front of
him. “There are better ways, Sig,"
he said softly. “Better ways of han
dling things like this. Get hold of
yourself."
Andy stood very still, tensed for
the threatened onslaught. He knew
that Flanagan could give him a ter
rific beating, for the man was pow
erful and driven by a fierce temper.
But he stood still, ready to take
what he had to and to give all he
could.
‘Til beat his face in!” Flanagan
raged. "Stand asjde, sheriff. I’ll
fix him so his wife and kids won't
know him for a week!”
"No. Sig. This is my camp, and
I won’t have trouble like this. Quiet
down, now. Take it easy; you'll feel
better.”
“Sure, come along, Sig.' Wellons
invited. "Let's drii to the house
that looked like a deer! Come on
fellow!”
Sig Flanagan faced Andy, across
the sheriff's shoulder. He was
mouthing curses softly, weaving'unBteadily. “We'll meet again.” he
said. "I’ll make you wish you'd
stayed home and ployed marbles
with the buckshot I put in your
wall!”
,
Then he turned and followed
Wellons into the cabin.
“Of course, Mr. Ives,” the sheriff
said soothingly, “it was an acci
dent. Sig wouldn’t have had any
reason to shoot your house. I’m

sure.”

.

“Well, I hope not,” Andy said,
“byt I can’t see how he happened
to shoot it at all. Look, sheriff. I’ve
never liked to see land posted
against hunting unless there was a
mighty good reason for it. Still, a
man can’t have things like this hap
pening. You understand that. I

know.”
“Oh, sure! Sure, Ives. Very dis

turbing.” He looked narrowly at
Andy, then away. “And as for post
ing your land, I hardly think that
necessary. We deer hui^ers aren’t a
bad lot, after all. And, too, it would
Just make a lot of trouble for you.”
“What kind of trouble?” Andy in
quired.
“Well, It happens that the authori
ties you'd appeal to in case of viola
tions wouldn’t be interested in help
ing you out.”
“You mean, I wouldn’t have any
protection from you?”
“Don’t put it quite like that,” Sher
iff Martin begged gently. “Of
course, I’ve sworn to uphold the
law and to enforce all regulations,
but I can't do everything alone.”
He shrugged. “My deputies are all
deer hunters. The game warden is
one too. The prosecuting attorney of
the county is in camp here with us."
He nodded toward the cabin. "Tak
ing a nap right now. You see how it
to.”

“I see,” Andy said slowly.
•Thanks.”
“Welcome, Ives. And another bit
of advice: Don’t be too quick to
bgva ttQUhlf with Sig Banajan.

. e's a tough customer when he's
riled.”
"I can’t help how tough he is.”
Andy declared. "When I think I’m

■ ,ght about something, I have to go
. head."

When he left the camp, Andy knew
ait he had accomplished little good
i coming. He knew he had laid the
. ? open for future trouble with
- g Flanagan. On the other hand,
e felt that he had established himclf as a man who would stand up
i his rights. Maybe that was bad
i . but it made him feel better to
;now that he had taken his stand
nd said his say.

' lipp Stands by
11 is Veir Neighbor
The sun was setting when he
missed the bridge and headed east.
Wait, an’ I ll walk with you,”
someone called. "Just happened to
nosey down this way.”
It was Mr. Flipp. He was emergug from a clump of sumac near the
;.mk of the bayou, carrying his
,:!e loosely in the curve of his right
nn. The two fox squirrels swung
m his belt, revealing that he
adn t been to his cabin since leavi g the Ives premises.
Hello,” Andy greeted him.
Wasn't looking for you down here "
Mr Flipp asked no questions as
icy walked along the dim road
■ ough the woods. Andy knew that
had come down here to help him
n case he needed it. Mr. Flipp must
ave been concealed across the
ayou from the hunters' camp, liscning to the conversation.
got

I

along all

right,"

said

\ndy.

That's good.”
SI eriff Martin d<>esn’t seem to

a'bad fellow."

c

spat.
“D ug’ politi
" he said sadly. "Slicker’n owl

Aim lorn

ci;

grease in
Well. I
Ne . castle
do about

August."

can see why some of the
folks feel the way they
us. " Andy said. "Their
families have been here for years:
their grandfathers opened up this
country. We re newcomers."
"That don't make us bad people,
though." Mr. Fppp pointed out. "If
they wasn't in newcomers to a
place, it'd stagnate like a slough
with no fresh water cornin’ into it."
Andy nodded, struck by the apt
ness of the figure. He wanted to
thank his gaunt companion for be
ing near at hand when trouble
threatened, but he didn’t know just
how to go about it. He was sure
that Mr. Flipp wanted him to think
their meeting at the bridge purely
accidental. So he said nothing.
“Sheriff Martin didn't come
from one of the fine ol' fam’lies,”
Mr. Flipp said. "He gits his power
through the machine he's built up
durin’ the last twelve years.”
“Why doesn’t some good man run
for office?" Andy asked. "That
Martin outfit shouldn't be allowed
to hold onto things forever.”
Absalom Flipp shook his head
slowly. “Good men don't want the
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Greater power per gallon

"What grade are you in?” Oreen
asked.

Lower cost per load

"The eleventh, up at Harbisonville,” he told her.
"I'm in the tenth,” she said,
tossing her curls. "You startin’ to
school next week?”
Dave shook his head. “I’U have to
miss awhile." he informed her. "Got
a lot to do."
"I don’t go reglar,” she said, and
a trifle loftily. "Ain't much to it.”
Kate invited them into the house,
but Birdie demurred. “We don't
want to bother you from your
work,” she said. "I told Harley
when he first mentioned cornin’ over
that we mustn’t bother you.”
"Oh, you won't. We’re busy, tack
ing up cardboard where the cracks
let cold air in. Come on in and we’ll,
give you a job.”
‘‘An’ I’ll help Andy an’ the boy,'
said Harley. He slapped Dave on his
shoulder. "That is, unless you'd
ruther go in with the womenfolks,
sonny. Maybe you'd like to rest
awhile an’ talk to ’Reen.” He
laughed merrily.

r

“I'll help with the logs,” Dave
said hastily.

Oreen lingered behind the others
as they started into the house. “Do
you like to go to parties?” she asked
Dave.
“Not much.” He wished she’d go
on with Hope, who was waiting for
her.
"We have a lot of fun at parties,”
Oreen said. "We play games an’
dance, an’ all. I'll let you know when
there’s goin’ to be one somewhere.”
"Dave loves to dance,” Hope put
in. “You ought to see him jitter—’’
Dave’s mouth flew open and a
high-pitched sound came out, for his
voice was changing and in moments
of stress it embarrassed him. “Why,
Hope Ives!” he yelped. “I never
danced a step in my life! You
know it too.”
"Dave's modest,” Hope said to
Oreen. "He’s modest and a little
bashful too. Bad combination.”
Dave wheeled and went away, fol
lowing the wagon toward the pole
fence enclosing what would be the
“Stand aside, sheriff. I’ll fix him barn lot. He’d fix Hope for this^
so his wife and kids won’t know Then he shivered, remembering
him for a week!"
Oreen's relentless eyes.
The Websters remained until late
kind of politics they’d have to play
to fight the ring. They's one or two afternoon. Harley proved a willing
fellers in Newcastle that might give and valuable helper, and they made
Martin a tough fight, but they’re in good progress with the bam-buildbusiness an’ don't want to git into- ing. He would come back the next
day and maybe he could bring an
mudslingin' an' trickery.”
other
neighbor or two. “Don’t bother
“Who are they?"
“Well, the main one’s Mr. Burke. about being beholden to people for
He's got a lumberya?d. He’s a fine free help," he said generously
feller, but he don't need the office "You’ll get a chance to pay it back,
one way or another. Say, I'll bring
an’—"
“But the county needs a good my frow and rive out some cypress
man,” Andy broke in. “I wish he'd shingles for you I’m a good hand
at that."
run.”
In the house. Mrs. Webster and
"Mebbe he will if things git bad
enough. I think the homesteaders the women worked at tacking up
heavy strips, cut from boxes, over
would s’port him.”
They came to the fork of the the cracks. Oreen didn’t help with
woods road. Mr. Flipp said, "If ol’ the tacking, for that would have
man Eliot’s still at yore house, fid made her bend and stretch, and she
wasn’t dressed for such exertion;
dlin', sen' him home to supper.”
but she cut pieces of cardboard for
the others. Every time the wagon
.Oreen Webster
passed the house, she went to the
window _an_d walched it go hy. folEnters the Scene
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truck with a

master load of power plus recor

smashing economy. That’s what you get in Che

rolet trucks with their Thrift-Master and Load-Mast
Valve-in-Head engines. These world-famous tru<

engines develop more power per gallon of gas ar

deliver the

load at

lower

cost than

any oth

engines of their size now in use! Come in and sc

these Advance-Design trucks today!

ADVANCE-DESIGN
TRUCKS

’" ’'*JIW

CHEVROLET

r
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Featuring: valve-in-head

engines—Greater poww p« gallon, iovi

cost per load • DIAPHRAGM SPRING CLUTCH—Smooth engagement
SYNCHRO-MESH TRANSMISSIONS—Quick, smooth shifting • HYPO
REAR AXLES—5 times stronger than spiral bevel type • DOUBLE-ART1C

LATED BRAKES—Complete driver control e WIDE-BASE WHEELS—Increas.

lire mileage < ADVANCE-DESIGN STYLING—With the cab that "Breathe
•

BALL-TYPE

STEERING—Easier handling

e

UNIT-DESIGN BODIES

Precision built

PREFERRED BY MORE USERS THAN THE NEXT TWO MAKES COMBINEDI

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN. MAINE

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. MAINE

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION. MAINE
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